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Abstract: I present the tensor computer algebra package FieldsX, which extends the
xAct suite of tensor algebra packages to perform computations in field theory with
fermions and gauge fields. This includes the standard tools of curved-space γ matrices,
Fierz identities, invariant tensors on Lie algebras, arbitrary gradings and left and right
variational derivatives, as well as the decomposition of spinor products into irreducible
components following the approach of d’Auria, Fré, Maina and Regge [Annals Phys. 139
(1982) 93]. Lastly, it also includes functions to work with nilpotent differentials such as the
BV–BRST differential for (supersymmetric) gauge theories and to compute their (relative)
cohomologies, from which anomalies and gauge-invariant operators can be determined. I
illustrate the use of the package with the example of N = 1 Super-Yang–Mills theory.
Program summary:
Program title: FieldsX
Version: 1.0
Programming language: Mathematica (version 8.0 or later)
Obtainable from: Included as ancillary file with the arXiv submission
License: GNU GPL 2.0 or later
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1 Introduction
The free xAct suite of packages [1–8] for tensor algebra is a powerful tool to perform com-
putations in general relativity and field theory which has found widespread use; the webpage
on papers that use xAct (which is certainly incomplete) lists about 540 papers to date.
However, while functionality to work with the Newman-Penrose two-component spinor cal-
culus in 3+1 dimensions is available [5], working with γ matrices, non-commutative spinors
or Fierz identities requires additional and quite non-trivial effort from part of the user. Such
functionality is available in the competitor computer algebra system Cadabra [9, 10], which
however lacks other functionality present in Mathematica that is invaluable to deal with
expressions containing tens of thousands of terms. FieldsX tries to fill this gap and make
the xAct suite also useful for computations with fermions and gauge theories. For an ef-
ficient generation of suitable ansätze for the computation of BRST cohomology, FieldsX
relies on the Multisets package which is © 2011 David Bevan and distributed under
the Wolfram Library Archive License. FieldsX is fully integrated with other xAct pack-
ages, for example the xPert package to compute perturbations (including perturbations
of curved-space γ matrices and spin connections) or the TexAct package for TEX output.
This paper is organised as follows: section 2 describes how to install and load the
package, section 3 illustrates the main parts of FieldsX by verifying the supersymmetry
and conformal symmetry of (classical) N = 1 Super-Yang–Mills theory and by computing
its possible anomalies, and section 4 contains a complete list of all functions and variables
(with short descriptions) contained in FieldsX. It is assumed that the reader is already
familiar with the basic functionality of xAct; commands that the user has to execute in
Mathematica are given in typewriter face (Command[]), while output fromMathematica
is given in smaller size.
2 Installation
FieldsX requires a working installation of xAct, at least version 1.1.3 released on 28
February 2020. FieldsX is then installed by downloading the package file FieldsX.m,
– 1 –
which is included as ancillary file with the arXiv submission of this paper, and placing
it into the xAct installation directory, which for a per-user installation of xAct is ob-
tained from FileNameJoin[$UserBaseDirectory, "Applications/xAct"], or for a system-
wide installation from FileNameJoin[$BaseDirectory, "Applications/xAct"]. To install
the required Multisets package, the package file Multisets.m must be downloaded from
library.wolfram.com/infocenter/MathSource/8115/ and placed into the application direc-
tory FileNameJoin[$UserBaseDirectory, "Applications"] (for a per-user install) or
FileNameJoin[$BaseDirectory, "Applications"] (for a system-wide install).1
The package can then be loaded in the standard way with Get["xAct‘FieldsX‘"] or
Needs["xAct‘FieldsX‘"], and will itself load the required packages from the xAct suite.
Short information for any function is displayed in the same manner as for all Mathematica
functions by typing ?FunctionName.
3 N = 1 Super-Yang–Mills theory
To show how this package can be used, let us consider N = 1 Super-Yang–Mills theory [11–
13], which in addition to the Yang–Mills vector boson contains a Majorana spinor χa and
an auxiliary field Da in the adjoint representation. The action reads
S = −14
∫
F aµνF
µνa dx− 12
∫
χ¯aγµ(Dµχ)a dx+
1
2
∫
DaDa dx , (3.1)
where dx ≡ √−g d4x, with the field strength
F aµν ≡ ∇µAaν −∇νAaµ + igfabcAbµAcν (3.2)
and the gauge-covariant derivative
(Dµχ)a ≡ ∇µχa + igfabcAbµχc , (3.3)
and is invariant under the gauge transformation
δgaugeξ A
a
µ = (Dµξ)a , δ
gauge
ξ D
a = −igfabcξbDc , (3.4a)
δgaugeξ χ
a = −igfabcξbχc , δgaugeξ χ¯a = −igfabcξbχ¯c , (3.4b)
and the supersymmetry transformation
δsusy A
a
µ = −¯γµχa , δsusy Da = i¯γ∗γµ(Dµχ)a , (3.5a)
δsusy χ
a = 12γ
µνF aµν+ iDaγ∗ , δsusy χ¯a = −
1
2 ¯γ
µνF aµν + iDa¯γ∗ , (3.5b)
where  is a constant Grassmann-odd Majorana spinor. To check invariance under the
supersymmetry transformation, one needs to use Fierz rearrangement identities [14, 15]2
1If the cohomology functionality of FieldsX is not needed, installation of the Multisets package is not
necessary since it is loaded dynamically with DeclarePackage.
2Attributed to Pauli by Fierz himself: “The content of this first section originates from Prof. W. Pauli
and I am indebted to him for ceding me his calculations.” [14], footnote 2.
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and the Bianchi identities for the field strength tensor. Two supersymmetry transformations
close into a gauge transformation and a translation,
[δsusy2 , δ
susy
1 ]Aaµ = −bνF aµν = bν∇νAaµ + δgaugeξ Aaµ , (3.6a)
[δsusy2 , δ
susy
1 ]χa = bν∇νχa + δgaugeξ χa , (3.6b)
[δsusy2 , δ
susy
1 ]Da = bν∇νDa + δgaugeξ Da , (3.6c)
(Fierz rearrangement identities are needed again), with the translation parameter bν and
the field-dependent gauge transformation parameter ξa defined by
bν ≡ 2¯1γν2 , ξa ≡ −bνAaν . (3.7)
3.1 Gauge and supersymmetry invariance
To check (or obtain) these results using FieldsX, we first need to load the package (which
automatically loads all required xAct packages). For demonstration purposes, we also set
the TEX output symbol for the non-commutative product to a dot; all output shown later
on was copied using CopyToClipboard@TexPrint[expr] and not modified further.
<< xAct`FieldsX`
$CenterDotTexSymbol = "·";
------------------------------------------------------------
Package xAct`xPerm` version 1.2.3, {2015,8,23}
CopyRight (C) 2003-2018, Jose M. Martin-Garcia, under the General Public License.
... (many lines of output not displayed)
We then define the manifoldM , the metric gg and covariant derivative∇, the spin structure
(γ matrices) and the inner bundle (abstract Lie algebra in the adjoint representation of
dimension ladim, with metric cartankilling). The option SymCovDQ from the xTras package
makes it possible to use symmetrised covariant derivatives ∇µ···ν ≡ ∇(µ · · · ∇ν), which is
extremely useful to obtain canonical forms of expressions, required for the computation of
cohomologies.
DefManifold[M, 4, {α, β, γ, δ, µ, ν, ρ, σ}];
DefMetric[-1, gg[-µ, -ν], CD, {";", "∇"}, PrintAs → "g", SymCovDQ → True];
DefSpinStructure[g, {A, B, F, G, H, J, K, L, P, Q}];
DefConstantSymbol[ladim];
DefVBundleWithMetric[lie, M, ladim, {a, b, c, d, e, f, i, j, k, l, m, n, p, q},
cartankilling];
Next we define the fields of the theory and the coupling g. Note that the spinors χ and 
have a spin-bundle index −A, which must always be the last index.
DefEvenTensor[AA[-µ, a], M, PrintAs → "A"];
DefOddSpinor[chi[a, -A], M, SpinorType → Majorana, PrintAs → "χ"];
DefEvenTensor[auxD[a], M, PrintAs → "D"];
DefEvenTensor[xi[a], M, PrintAs → "ξ"];
DefOddSpinor[eps[-A], M, SpinorType → Majorana, PrintAs → ""];
DefConstantSymbol[g];
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The vector boson Aaµ, the auxiliary field Da and the gauge parameter ξa are Grassmann
even, while the spinor χaA and supersymmetry parameter A are Grassmann odd. Together
with χ and , the charge conjugate spinors χ¯ and ¯ are automatically defined, and read
barchi[a, A] and bareps[A]. We also have to ensure that the supersymmetry parameter
is covariantly constant; a space-time dependent supersymmetry parameter leads to super-
gravity theories.
CD[__]@eps[_] ^:= 0;
CD[__]@bareps[_] ^:= 0;
The field strength and gauge-covariant derivative are given in terms of the vector boson,
but we first need to obtain the structure constants of the Lie algebra as the antisymmetric
invariant tensor of rank 3 (and define a pretty output):
lief = InvariantTraceTensor[lie, 3, Antisymmetric];
Tex[lief] = "f";
** DefTensor: Defining tensor Invlief[a,b,c].
FF[µ_, ν_, a_] := CD[µ]@AA[ν, a] - CD[ν]@AA[µ, a] + I g Module[
{b = DummyIn[lie], c = DummyIn[lie]}, lief[a, -b, -c] AA[µ, b] AA[ν, c]]
DD[µ_][χ_[a_, i___]] := CD[µ]@χ[a, i] + I g Module[
{b = DummyIn[lie], c = DummyIn[lie]}, lief[a, -b, -c] AA[µ, b] χ[c, i]]
The construct i___ (zero or more additional indices) is used to cover both the spinor χaA and
the gauge parameter ξa as well as the auxiliary field Da. We can now write down the action
(or rather the Lagrangian), where the non-commutative product of spinors is written · and
can be entered with Esc + . + Esc . The γ matrices can be entered with Gammagg, which
automatically selects the right one (Gammagg1, . . . ) depending on the number of indices. We
also define a pretty output for them:
Tex[Gammagg1] = "\gamma"; Tex[Gammagg2] = "\gamma";
Tex[Gammagg3] = "\gamma"; Tex[Gammagg4] = "\gamma";
action = -1/4 FF[µ, ν, a] FF[-µ, -ν, -a] + 1/2 auxD[a] auxD[-a]
- 1/2 barchi[a, A] · Gammagg[µ, -A, B] · DD[-µ]@chi[-a, -B]
1
2DaD
a + 12(−χ¯aA · ∇µχaBγµAB − igAµbχ¯aA · χcBγµABfabc)
− 14(igAµdAνefade +∇µAνa −∇νAµa)(igAµbAνcfabc +∇µAνa −∇νAµa)
Expanding the action, we obtain a term with the product of two structure constants
fadef
a
bc. Since the structure constants satisfy the multiterm Jacobi identity fab[cfade] = 0,
it is more difficult to bring such terms into a canonical form. One way to deal with mul-
titerm identities are Young projectors (as used in the xTras package to deal with the
Bianchi identities of the Riemann tensor), where one has to project fabcfade on the tableau
b d
c e
— antisymmetric in each pair bc and de, and symmetric under the interchange of the
two pairs. This results in
YoungProject[lief[-a, -b, -c] lief[a, -d, -e], {{-b, -d}, {-c, -e}}]
− 13fbeafcda + 13fbdafcea + 23fbcafdea ,
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and one checks that the Jacobi identity is automatically fulfilled. The disadvantage of this
approach is that one has to find the required Young tableau by hand, and FieldsX thus
takes a different approach, inspired by the approach to Fierz identities of d’Auria, Fré,
Maina and Regge [16] based on the decomposition of the product of group representations
into irreducible components. For the invariant tensors of the Lie algebra, the corresponding
group is the permutation group, but it is not necessary to perform a full decomposition into
irreducibles. Instead, it is enough to use the formula for the commutator of two generators
ta of the Lie algebra, multiply by other generators and take the trace to obtain
ifabc tr[tctd · · · te] = tr[[ta, tb]td · · · te] = tr[tatbtd · · · te]− tr[tbtatd · · · te] ,
expressing the product of a structure constant with an invariant tensor of the Lie algebra
by the sum of two invariant tensors of higher rank. This gives
ReduceInvariantTraceTensors[lief[-a, -b, -c] lief[a, -d, -e]]
** DefTensor: Defining tensor Invlie4[a,b,c,d].
i(tr[lie]bcde − tr[lie]bced − tr[lie]bdec + tr[lie]bedc)
and the action
action2 = CollectTensors@ReduceInvariantTraceTensors@Expand[action]
1
2DaD
a − 12 χ¯aA · ∇µχaBγµAB − 12 ig2AµbAµaAνdAνctr[lie]abcd + 12 ig2AµbAµaAνdAνctr[lie]acbd
+ 12 igA
µaχ¯b
A · χcBγµABfabc + igAµaAνbfabc∇νAµc + 12∇µAνa∇νAµa − 12∇νAµa∇νAµa
Now gauge invariant and supersymmetry can be checked. We define the gauge trans-
formations
gauge[xi_][AA[µ_, a_]] := DD[µ]@xi[a]
gauge[xi_][chi[a_, B_]] := - I g With[{b = DummyIn[lie], c = DummyIn[lie]},
lief[a, -b, -c] xi[b] chi[c, B]]
gauge[xi_][barchi[a_, B_]] := - I g With[{b = DummyIn[lie], c = DummyIn[lie]},
lief[a, -b, -c] xi[b] barchi[c, B]]
gauge[xi_][auxD[a_] := - I g With[{b = DummyIn[lie], c = DummyIn[lie]},
lief[a, -b, -c] xi[b] auxD[c]]
gauge[xi_][_] := 0
and the supersymmetry transformations
susy[eps_][AA[µ_, a_]] := With[{A = DummyIn[SpinM], B = DummyIn[SpinM]},
- ConjugateSpinor[eps][A] · Gammagg[µ, -A, B] · chi[a, -B]]
susy[eps_][chi[a_, B_]] := With[{µ = DummyIn[TangentM], ν = DummyIn[TangentM],
A = DummyIn[SpinM]}, 1/2 Gammagg[µ, ν, B, A] FF[-µ, -µ, a] eps[-A]
+ I auxD[a] GammaggStar[B, A] eps[-A]]
susy[eps_][barchi[a_, B_]] := With[{µ = DummyIn[TangentM], ν =
DummyIn[TangentM], A = DummyIn[SpinM]}, - 1/2 ConjugateSpinor[eps][A]
Gammagg[µ, ν, -A, B] FF[-µ, -ν, a]
+ I auxD[a] ConjugateSpinor[eps][A] GammaggStar[-A, B]]
susy[eps_][auxD[a_]] := With[{µ = DummyIn[TangentM], A = DummyIn[SpinM],
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B = DummyIn[SpinM], C = DummyIn[SpinM]}, I ConjugateSpinor[eps][A] ·
GammaggStar[-A, B] · Gammagg[µ, -B, C] · DD[-µ]@chi[a, -C]]
susy[eps_][_] := 0
where the last definitions ensure that the gauge or supersymmetry transformation of any
other tensor vanishes. Using the functionality of the xPert package, we then consider a
generic first-order perturbation, and set the perturbation of the metric to zero and the
perturbation of any other tensor or spinor to its gauge or supersymmetry transformation:
gaugetrafo[expr_, xi_] := Expand[ExpandPerturbation[Perturbation[expr, 1]]
/. {Perturbationgg[__] :> 0, Perturbation[term_] :> gauge[xi][term]}]
susytrafo[expr_, eps_] := Expand[ExpandPerturbation[Perturbation[expr, 1]]
/. {Perturbationgg[__] :> 0, Perturbation[term_] :> susy[eps][term]}]
For the action, a gauge transformation gives
gtf = gaugetrafo[action2, xi]
1
2 igχ¯
cA · ∇µχaBγµABfabcξb + 12 ig cartankillingbaχ¯aA · ∇µχdBγµABf bcdξc − . . .
To show that this vanishes, we have to bring each term into canonical form: symmetrise
covariant derivatives, contract all metrics, reduce the invariant tensors of the Lie algebra
and collect all terms. We then obtain
mycanon[expr_] := CollectTensors@ReduceInvariantTraceTensors@ContractMetric@
SymmetrizeCovDs@Expand[expr]
mycanon[gtf]
** DefTensor: Defining tensor Invlie5[a,b,c,d,e].
0 ,
which shows that the action (in this case, even the Lagrangian) is gauge invariant. To
obtain this result, ReduceInvariantTraceTensors expanded a product of a rank-4 invariant
tensor with structure constants coming from the gauge transformation into rank-5 invariant
tensors, which then cancelled.
For supersymmetry invariance, we have to work a bit harder. First perform again a
perturbation of the action, insert the supersymmetry transformations, and use the same
simplifications:
stf = susytrafo[action2, eps]
ig2Aµ
bAµaAνc¯A · χdBγνABtr[lie]abcd + 12 ig2AαcAµaAνbχ¯dA · FγµABγναBF tr[lie]abcd + . . .
We see that there are products of (generalised) γ matrices (the γµABγναBF in the second
term) that can be expressed in terms of generalised γ matrices of higher order, and that
there are both ¯χ and χ¯ terms. Moreover, there are γ∗ coming from the supersymmetry
transformation (not shown in the output above) which first must be written in terms of
individual γ matrices. The first issue can be solved using JoinGammaMatrices, the second
with SortSpinor, and the last one with SplitGammaMatrix. This gives
stf2 = mycanon@SortSpinor[JoinGammaMatrices[stf /. {GammaggStar[A_, B_] :>
SplitGammaMatrix[GammaggStar[A, B]]}], eps → bareps]
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− 12 igAµaAνb¯A · ∇νχcBγµABfabc + 14 igAµaAνb¯A · ∇αχcBγµναABfabc − . . . ,
and the Lagrangian is not invariant under supersymmetry. However, the result is a surface
term (total derivative) such that the action is invariant:
surface = 1/4 mycanon@CD[-µ][ bareps[A] · ( 2 Gammagg[-ν, -A, B] gg[µ, -ρ]
- Gammagg[-ν, -ρ, µ, -A, B] ) · chi[-a, -B] FF[ρ, ν, a] - 1/3 auxD[a]
epsilongg[µ, ν, ρ, σ] bareps[A] · Gammagg[-ν, -ρ, -σ, -A, B] · chi[-a, -B] ];
stf3 = mycanon[stf2 - surface]
− 12 igχ¯aA · χbB ¯F · χcGγµFGγµABfabc + 12Aµa¯A · χaBγνραABR[∇]µνρα .
The second term vanishes because γνρα is totally antisymmetric, and by the Bianchi identity
Rµ[νρα] = 0. On the other hand, the first term vanishes after using Fierz identities and
symmetrising using the Majorana flip relations:
mycanon@SpinorFlipSymmetrize@JoinGammaMatrices@Expand[stf3[[1]]
/. {HoldPattern[x__ · chi[i1__] barchi[i2__] · y__] :> 1/3 x · chi[i1]
barchi[i2] · y - 2/3 x · y FierzExpand[barchi[i2],chi[i1]]}]
0 .
Because of the automatic rules set up for the noncommutative product, in pattern matching
HoldPattern or Verbatim must be used. The function FierzExpand gives the basic two-spinor
Fierz identity (valid in this form for both commuting and anticommuting spinors)
ψ¯AχB = 2−[d/2]
d∑
k=0
1
k! (−1)
k(k−1)/2γµ1···µkB
A
(
ψ¯Cγµ1···µkCDχD
)
, (3.8)
which is nothing else than a completeness relation in the space of [d/2]× [d/2] matrices [15].
However, finding a suitable Fierz rearrangement in each case might not be easy, and
a more systematic approach is to be preferred. This is the one of d’Auria, Fré, Maina
and Regge [16] based on the decomposition of the product of group representations into
irreducible components, applied to the Lorentz group. Consider two Dirac spinors in 4
dimensions, each transforming in the (12 , 0)⊕(0, 12) representation of SL(2,C), the universal
cover of the Lorentz group. The tensor product of two decomposes according to the well-
known rules as[
(12 , 0)⊕ (0, 12)
]
⊗
[
(12 , 0)⊕ (0, 12)
]
= (0, 0)⊕ (12 , 12)⊕ [(1, 0)⊕ (0, 1)]⊕ (12 , 12)⊕ (0, 0) , (3.9)
which are two scalars, two vectors and an antisymmetric tensor. This is exactly the result
obtained using the Fierz identity (3.8) in four dimensions:
ψ¯AψB =
1
4δB
A
(
ψ¯ψ
)
+ 14γµB
A
(
ψ¯γµψ
)
− 18γµνB
A
(
ψ¯γµνψ
)
− 124γµνρB
A
(
ψ¯γµνρψ
)
+ 196γµνρσB
A
(
ψ¯γµνρσψ
)
= 14δB
AΨ(2,1) + 14γ
µ
B
AΨ(2,4′)µ −
1
8γ
µν
B
AΨ(2,6)µν −
i
4(γ∗γ
µ)B
AΨ(2,4)µ −
i
4γ∗B
AΨ(2,1′) ,
(3.10)
– 7 –
where the scalars are Ψ(2,1) = ψ¯ψ and Ψ(2,1′) = 124µνρσψ¯γµνρσψ = iψ¯γ∗ψ, the vectors are
Ψ(2,4)µ = 16µνρσψ¯γνρσψ = −iψ¯γ∗γµψ and Ψ
(2,4′)
µ = ψ¯γµψ, and the antisymmetric tensor is
Ψ(2,6)µν = ψ¯Cγµνψ. Here, we used the alternative convention of labeling objects transforming
in irreducible representations by their dimension d instead of the rank3, and it is easily
checked that applying the Fierz identity (3.8) again to each tensor Ψ(2,d) the same tensor
is obtained, such that they indeed transform irreducibly. For a Majorana spinor, Majorana
flip relations show that Ψ(2,4
′)
µ = 0 = Ψ(2,6)µν , which is consistent with dimension counting:
a Majorana spinor in four dimensions has four degrees of freedom, such that the 4·32 = 6
degrees of freedom in a tensor product of anticommuting spinors are decomposed into
1 + 1 + 4 of two scalars and a vector. In the following, we only consider Majorana spinors.
For the product of three spinors, the tensors transforming in irreducible representations
have a free spinor index, and any trace and their contraction on the spinor and any tensor
index with a γ matrix (spinor trace) vanishes. For example, we have the decomposition
Ψ(2,4)µ ψA = Ψ
(3,12)
µA +
1
4γµA
BΨ(3,4
′)
B , (3.11)
where γµABΨ(3,12)µB = 0, analogous to the decomposition of a symmetric 2-tensor into a trace
and a traceless part. Applying the Fierz identity (3.8), one actually obtains Ψ(3,12)µB = 0
and Ψ(3,4
′)
A = −16µνρσγµνρσABΨ
(3,4)
B , where
Ψ(3,4)A = Ψ
(2,1)ψA , (3.12)
and in addition the decomposition
Ψ(2,1′)ψA = − 124
µνρσγµνρσA
BΨ(3,4)B . (3.13)
Taking all together, one obtains
ψAψ¯
BψC = −14
[
δB[Aδ
D
C] +
1
6γµνρ[A
BγµνρC]
D − 124γµνρσ[A
BγµνρσC]
D
]
Ψ(3,4)D , (3.14)
which agrees with the counting of degrees of freedom for anticommuting Majorana spinors:
4(4− 1)(4− 2)/(2 · 3) = 4. Lastly, for four spinors it follows that
ψAψ¯
BψCψ¯
D = − 116
[
δB[Aδ
D
C] +
1
6γµνρ[A
BγµνρC]
D − 124γµνρσ[A
BγµνρσC]
D
]
Ψ(4,1) (3.15)
with
Ψ(4,1) =
(
ψ¯AψA
)2
, (3.16)
and the product of five or more anticommuting spinors vanishes since at least two compo-
nents will be equal.
For Lie-algebra valued spinors, one has to decompose representations of the product
of Lorentz group and symmetric group (for permutations of the Lie algebra indices), where
3In the work of d’Auria, Fré, Maina and Regge [16], yet another labeling is used, where instead of (j, k)
one writes [j + k, |j − k|].
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the representations of the symmetric group are labeled by Young tableaux; see appendix A
for details. The decomposition of a product of spinors into tensors transforming in irre-
ducible representations is done using IrreducibleSpinDecompose, and the γ matrix orthog-
onality conditions and projections on the Young tableau (for Lie-algebra valued spinors)
are imposed with IrreducibleSpinProject. Invariance of the action under supersymmetry
transformation then follows straightforwardly:
IrreducibleSpinProject[mycanon@JoinGammaMatrices@mycanon@
IrreducibleSpinDecompose[stf3[[1]], chi], chi]
0 .
Lastly, we also want to check the closure (3.6) of the supersymmetry transformations
on the fields. We declare two Grassmann-odd Majorana spinors i and define bµ (3.7), use
susytrafo twice and use the Majorana flip relations to obtain for the gauge boson Aaµ
DefOddSpinor[eps1[-A], M, PrintAs → "1"];
DefOddSpinor[eps2[-A], M, PrintAs → "2"];
bb[mu_] := With[A = DummyIn[SpinM], B = DummyIn[SpinM], 2 bareps1[A] ·
Gammagg[mu, -A, B] · eps2[-B]]
mycanon[SortSpinor[JoinGammaMatrices@mycanon[susytrafo[susytrafo[AA[-µ, a],
eps1], eps2] - susytrafo[susytrafo[AA[-µ, a], eps2], eps1]],
eps1 → bareps1] + bb[ν] FF[-µ, -ν, a]]
0 .
For the gaugino χa Fierz identities are again needed, and we compute
erg = mycanon@JoinGammaMatrices@mycanon@Expand[susytrafo[susytrafo[chi[a, -A],
eps1], eps2] - susytrafo[susytrafo[chi[a, -A], eps2], eps1]];
erg2 = SortSpinor[Expand[erg /. {HoldPattern[eps1[i1_] bareps2[i2_] · t_] :>
- FierzExpand[bareps2[i2], eps1[i1]] t, HoldPattern[eps2[i1_] bareps1[i2_] ·
t_] :> - FierzExpand[bareps1[i2], eps2[i1]] t}], eps1 → bareps1];
soll = bb[ν] CD[-ν]@chi[a, -A] + gauge[xi][chi[a, -A]] - 1/4 (bb[ρ]
Gammagg[-ρ, -A, B] + bareps1[G] · Gammagg[ρ, σ, -G, H] · eps2[-H]
Gammagg[-ρ, - σ, -A, B]) Gammagg[ν, -B, F] DD[-ν][chi[a, -F]] /.
{ xi[a_] :> With[{ν = DummyIn@TangentM}, - bb[ν] AA[-ν, a]] }
mycanon@JoinGammaMatrices@mycanon[erg2 - soll]
0 ,
To bring all terms into a form where only the conjugate spinor ¯1 appears, we have used
Majorana flip relations [15]
ψ¯Aγµ1···µkA
BχB = skχ¯Aγµ1···µkABψB , (3.17)
where the sign sk = ±1 depends on the number of space-time dimensions and is given
in [15], table 3.1 (the choices in boldface). They are implemented in FieldsX by the
functions FlipSpinor, SpinorFlipSymmetrize and SortSpinor, with the last one used above.
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FieldsX is also fully integrated with the xPert package for perturbative expansions,
as we have already seen previously for computing the gauge and supersymmetry variations.
In particular, one can easily obtain the stress tensor by performing a general perturbation
of the action (where the variation of the γ matrices and the spin connection follows [17]),
setting all perturbations but the metric one to zero. Using LeftVarD then performs the
needed integration by parts, and it follows that
actionvar = mycanon[2/Sqrt[-Detgg[]] (ExpandPerturbation@Perturbation[action
Sqrt[-Detgg[]], 1] /. {Perturbation[_] :> 0})];
stress = mycanon[LeftVarD[Perturbationgg[LI[1], µ, ν], CD]@actionvar
/. {delta[-LI[1], LI[1]] → 1}]
1
8 χ¯
aA · ∇νχaBγµAB + 18χaB · ∇νχ¯aAγµAB + . . . .
This is of course the standard expression
Tµν = F aµαFναa −
1
4gµνF
a
αβF
αβa + 12D
aDa +
1
4 χ¯
aγ(µ
(
Dν)χ
)a − 14
(
D(νχ¯
)a
γµ)χ
a
− 14gµν
[
χ¯aγα(Dαχ)a − 14(Dαχ¯)
aγαχa
]
,
(3.18)
as can be seen as follows:
mycanon[stress - Symmetrize[FF[-µ, -α, -a] FF[-ν, α, a] - 1/4 gg[-µ, -ν]
FF[-α, -β, -a] FF[α, β, a] + 1/2 gg[-µ, -ν] auxD[a] auxD[-a] + 1/4
(barchi[a, A] · Gammagg[-µ, -A, B] · DD[-ν]@chi[-a, -B] - DD[-ν]@barchi[a, A]
· Gammagg[-µ, -A, B] · chi[-a, -B]) - 1/4 gg[-µ, -ν] (barchi[a, A] ·
Gammagg[α, -A, B] · DD[-α]@chi[-a, -B] - DD[-α]@barchi[a, A] ·
Gammagg[α, -A, B] · chi[-a, -B]), {-µ, -ν}]]
0 .
3.2 BRST formalism
A very general approach to the quantisation of gauge theories is the BRST (Becchi–Rouet–
Stora–Tyutin) formalism [18, 19], which is sufficient for theories with closed gauge alge-
bras (such as supersymmetric theories with auxiliary fields). For theories with open gauge
algebras (that only close modulo the equations of motion), the BV or field–antifield for-
malism [20–22] is necessary, which of course can also be treated with FieldsX. Because
extensive reviews of the BRST(-BV) formalism exist [23–25], I only list the essential steps:
For each symmetry transformation δ(s)ξ with parameter ξ, one introduces a ghost field c(s)
(of ghost number 1), an antighost field c¯(s) (of ghost number -1) and an auxiliary field B(s)
(of ghost number 0), where the ghost and antighost fields have opposite Grassmann parity
to that of the parameter ξ, while B(s) has the same Grassmann parity; for global symme-
tries, the non-minimal fields (antighost and auxiliary field) are not needed [26, 27].4 One
then defines the (Grassmann-odd) BRST differential s, which acts on the original fields of
4For reducible symmetries (which become symmetries of the ghost fields) one has to repeat the procedure,
leading to “ghosts for ghosts” or even higher “n-th order ghosts” [28–33]; the ghost number of the n-th
order (anti-)ghost is ±n.
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the theory as the sum of all symmetry transformations, with the parameters replaced by
the corresponding ghosts. The action of s on the ghosts is determined by requiring that
s2 = 0 when acting on the original fields; the closure of the gauge algebra ensures that
this also entails s2 = 0 on the ghosts. For the non-minimal fields, one sets sc¯(s) = B(s) and
sB(s) = 0, which ensures that the BRST differential is nilpotent, s2 = 0, when acting on
anything.
The relevance of the BRST(-BV) formalism lies in the fact that all quantities of inter-
est can be obtained as (representatives of) the cohomology of the BRST differential s in
different gradings, and that Slavnov-Taylor-Ward-Takahashi identities can be straightfor-
wardly derived [25, 34, 35]. In particular, the Wess-Zumino consistency conditions [36] are
nothing else but the statement of s invariance for the integrated anomaly, and the problem
of determining all consistent interactions for a given free theory is reduced to finding all
elements of the cohomology at ghost number 0 [37, 38]; see [39, 40] for the case of N = 1
super-Yang–Mills theory. Gauge-fixing terms are incorporated by choosing a gauge-fixing
fermion Ψ of ghost number −1 and adding sΨ to the action. Since the BRST differential
incorporates all the symmetries under which the action S is invariant, one has sS = 0, and
since s2 = 0 adding the gauge-fixing term does not change this. ForN = 1 super-Yang–Mills
theory, one needs the ghost for gauge transformations ca (a Grassmann-odd Lie-algebra
valued scalar), the ghost for supersymmetry transformations θ (a constant Grassmann-even
Majorana spinor), and the ghost for translations αρ (a constant Grassmann-odd vector),
which is necessary to close the supersymmetry transformations (3.6).
We thus define all the required gradings and fields:5
DefGrading[{Dimension, GhostNumber}];
DefOddTensor[cc[a], M, PrintAs → "c"];
DefEvenSpinor[theta[-A], M, SpinorType → Majorana, PrintAs → "θ"];
DefOddTensor[alpha[µ], M, PrintAs → "α"];
CD[__]@theta[__] ^:= 0;
CD[__]@bartheta[__] ^:= 0;
CD[__]@alpha[__] ^:= 0;
SetGrading[AA, {Dimension → 1, GhostNumber → 0}];
SetGrading[auxD, {Dimension → 2, GhostNumber → 0}];
SetGrading[cc, {Dimension → 1, GhostNumber → 1}];
SetGrading[chi, {Dimension → 3/2, GhostNumber → 0}];
SetGrading[theta, {Dimension → 1/2, GhostNumber → 1}];
SetGrading[alpha, {Dimension → 0, GhostNumber → 1}];
Note the use of the Conjugate option to indicate that χ‡ is the conjugate spinor and χ¯‡ the
regular one. We then define the BRST transformations using the predefined BRST operator:
AA /: BRST[AA[mu_, a_]] := gauge[cc]@AA[mu, a] + susy[theta]@AA[mu, a]
+ With[{ρ = DummyIn@TangentM}, alpha[ρ] CD[-ρ]@AA[mu, a]]
chi /: BRST[chi[a_, -A_]] := gauge[cc]@chi[a, -A] + susy[theta]@chi[a, -A]
5The given choice of engineering dimensions of the (anti-)ghosts and auxiliary fields is such that s
augments the engineering dimension by 1.
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+ With[{ρ = DummyIn@TangentM}, alpha[ρ] CD[-ρ]@chi[a, -A]]
barchi /: BRST[barchi[a_, A_]] := gauge[cc]@barchi[a, A] + susy[theta]@
barchi[a, A] + With[{ρ = DummyIn@TangentM}, alpha[ρ] CD[-ρ]@barchi[a, A]]
auxD /: BRST[auxD[a_]] := gauge[cc]@auxD[a] + susy[theta]@auxD[a]
+ With[{ρ = DummyIn@TangentM}, alpha[ρ] CD[-ρ]@auxD[a]]
cc /: BRST[cc[a_]] := With[{A = DummyIn@SpinM, B = DummyIn@SpinM, mu =
DummyIn@TangentM}, AA[-mu, a] bartheta[A] Gammagg[mu, -A, B] theta[-B]]
- I/2 g With[{b = DummyIn@lie, c = DummyIn@lie}, lief[a, b, c] cc[-b] · cc[-c]]
+ With[{mu = DummyIn@TangentM}, alpha[mu] · CD[-mu]@cc[a]]
theta /: BRST[theta[A_]] := 0
bartheta /: BRST[bartheta[A_]] := 0
alpha /: BRST[alpha[mu_]] := With[{A = DummyIn@SpinM, B = DummyIn@SpinM},
- bartheta[A] Gammagg[mu, -A, B] theta[-B]]
To check BRST invariance of the action, we also have to define the BRST transforma-
tions of γ matrices and the  tensor, which are not predefined (since they change under
diffeomorphisms, which are needed for gravity theories):
Unprotect[BRST];
Map[Function[BRST[#[i___]] := 0], $GammaMatrices];
BRST[epsilongg[__]] := 0;
Protect[BRST];
where we had to Unprotect the BRST operator to associate the definitions to the BRST
symbol instead of the γ matrices.
Let us check that with these definitions s is nilpotent:
mycanon@JoinGammaMatrices@mycanon@IrreducibleSpinDecompose[mycanon@
JoinGammaMatrices@mycanon@BRST[BRST[AA[µ, a]]], theta]
mycanon@JoinGammaMatrices@mycanon@IrreducibleSpinDecompose[mycanon@
JoinGammaMatrices@mycanon@BRST[BRST[chi[a, -A]]], theta]
JoinGammaMatrices@mycanon@IrreducibleSpinDecompose[mycanon@JoinGammaMatrices@
mycanon@JoinGammaMatrices@mycanon@IrreducibleSpinDecompose[mycanon@
JoinGammaMatrices@mycanon@BRST[BRST[auxD[a]]], theta], chi]
− 12Aαaαβ · αγR[∇]µαβγ
− 18αγ · αδ · χaBγαβABR[∇]αβγδ −AαaαβγγδABR[∇]αγβδθB
1
2 iθ¯
Aαβ · χaFγαBFγ∗[gg]ABR[∇]αβ + 14 iθ¯Aαδ · χaFγαβγBFγ∗[gg]ABR[∇]αβγδ
+ 12A
αagβγδµR[∇]αγδµIrrSM (2,4)[θ]β ,
which quite obviously only vanishes in a flat background, as is well known. (However, the
last two terms do vanish by the Bianchi identities for the Riemann tensor, which can be
shown by using RiemannYoungProject from the xTras package.) For the action, the same
restriction appears, and it is invariant up to a surface term:
surface = - I/2 bartheta[A] GammaggStar[-A, B] Gammagg[µ, -B, F] chi[-a, -F]
auxD[a] - 1/2 bartheta[A] Gammagg[-ν, -A, B] chi[a, -B] FF[µ, ν, -a]
- 1/4 bartheta[A] Gammagg[µ, ν, ρ, -A, B] chi[-a, -B] FF[-ν, -ρ, a]
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- alpha[µ] · ReplaceDummies[action];
IrreducibleSpinProject[mycanon@JoinGammaMatrices@mycanon@IrreducibleSpinDecom-
pose[CollectTensors[RiemannYoungProject@mycanon@JoinGammaMatrices@mycanon@
SpinorFlipSymmetrize[mycanon[BRST[action] + CD[-µ@surface]]], chi], chi]
1
3A
µaανR[∇]µανρ∇αAρa − 23AµaανR[∇]µνρα∇αAρa − 13AµaανR[∇]µρνα∇αAρa ,
such that for the following we set all curvature tensors to vanish:
RiemannCD[__] := 0
RicciCD[__] := 0
RicciScalarCD[] := 0
We now turn to cohomologies (and thus in particular anomalies). To compute them,
besides a brute-force approach (which for any but the most trivial cases is too lengthy)
one can choose between various methods such as descent equations [25, 34] or spectral
sequences [41]. A very useful concept are filtrations [34], defined by a filtration operator F
with non-negative integer eigenvalues. F can be defined by assigning each field of the theory
a certain weight, and defining the action of F on a monomial by the sum of the weights
of the fields in the monomial. Assume further that the BRST differential s can be written
as a sum of differentials sk with integer k ≥ 0, such that [F , sk] = k sk. Then it follows
that the lowest-order term s0 is itself nilpotent, and that the cohomology of s is isomorphic
to a subset of the cohomology of s0 [34]. That is, one can determine the cohomology of s
by first computing the cohomology of s0 and then checking whether each element can be
extended. A simple filtration operator is given by assigning each field wright 1, such that F
simply counts the number of fields, and in this case s0 is the BRST differential of the free
theory. In general, the choice of weights is obviously restricted by the fact that s = ∑k≥0 sk,
and that s0 is non-trivial. If F commutes with derivatives, the same result applies to the
relative cohomologies. Functions to work with filtrations (and check whether a choice for
the weights leads to a viable filtration) are defined by FieldsX, see section 4.12.
We would like to verify that the well-known super-chiral anomalies [42–45] satisfy the
consistency criterion. The gauge part of the anomaly reads
Agauge =
∫
caµνρσdabc
[
∇µAbν∇ρAeσ +
i
4gfcde∇µ
(
AbνA
d
ρA
e
σ
)]
dx , (3.19)
while the supersymmetric part of the anomaly is6
Asusy =
∫
µνρσdabc θ¯
[1
8γµνρσχ
a
(
χ¯bχc
)
− γµχa
(
2Abν∇ρAcσ +
3
4igfbdeA
c
νA
d
ρA
e
σ
)]
dx .
(3.20)
Since gauge transformations close among themselves, the gauge transformation of Agauge
must vanish which is its consistency condition. On the other hand, because supersymme-
try transformations close into a gauge transformation and a translation, the consistency
condition for Asusy is [45]
δsusyθ Asusy = Agauge
∣∣
ca→−θ¯γµθAaµ . (3.21)
6This differs from the expression given in [45], since they use Weyl instead of Majorana fermions.
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We thus first define the anomalies together with the needed surface terms:
lied = InvariantTraceTensor[lie, 3, Symmetric];
gaugeanomaly = mycanon@mycanon[epsilongg[-µ, -ν, -ρ, -σ] cc[a] lied[-a, -b, -c]
(CD[µ]@AA[ν, b] CD[ρ]]@AA[σ, c] + I/4 g lief[c, -d, -e]
CD[µ]@(AA[ν, b] AA[ρ, d] AA[σ, e]))];
gaugeanomalysurface = mycanon[I g epsilongg[µ, ν, ρ, σ] (CD[-σ]@AA[-ν, a]
AA[-ρ, b] cc[c] · cc[d] Invlie4[-a, -b, -c, -d] - AA[-ν, a] CD[-σ]@AA[-ρ, b]
cc[c] · cc[d] Invlie4[-a, -b, -c, -d] + AA[-ν, a] AA[-ρ, b] cc[c] ·
CD[-σ]@cc[d] Invlie4[-a, -c, -b, -d] + g AA[-ν, a] AA[-ρ, b] AA[-σ, c]
cc[d] · cc[e] Invlie5[-a, -b, -c, -d, -e])];
susyanomaly = mycanon[lied[-a, -b, -c] epsilongg[-µ, -ν, -ρ, -σ] (1/8
bartheta[A] Gammagg[µ, ν, ρ, σ, -A, B] chi[a,-B] · barchi[b,F] · chi[c,-F]
- bartheta[A] · Gammagg[ν, -A, B] · chi[a,-B] (2 AA[ν, b] CD[ρ]@AA[σ, c]
+ 3/4 I g lief[b, d, e] AA[ν, c] AA[ρ, -d] AA[σ, -e]))];
susyanomalysurface = mycanon[lied[-a, -b, -c] epsilongg[-ν, -ρ, -σ, -α] (1/48
AA[-β, a] barchi[b,A] · Gammagg[ν, ρ, σ, α, -A, B] · chi[c, -B] bartheta[F]
Gammagg[µ, β, -F, G] theta[-G] - 1/4 AA[ν, a] barchi[b, A] · chi[c, -A]
gg[µ, α] bartheta[F] Gammagg[ρ, σ, -F, G] theta[-G] - 1/12 AA[ν, a]
barchi[c, A] · Gammagg[ρ, σ, α, -A, B] · chi[b, -B] bartheta[F]
Gammagg[µ, -F, G] theta[-G] - 1/12 AA[-β, a] barchi[b, A] · Gammagg[ν, ρ, σ,
-A, B] · chi[c, -B] gg[µ, α] bartheta[F] Gammagg[β, -F, G] theta[-G])];
Since gauge transformations close among themselves, we can define a consistent filtra-
tion of the BRST differential:
CheckFiltration[{AA → 0, chi → 0, barchi → 0, cc → 0, auxD → 0, theta → 2,
bartheta → 1, alpha → 2}, BRST, Display → Full]
BRST0[Aαa]→ igAαbccfabc +∇αca
BRST0[χaA]→ −igcb · χcAfabc
BRST0[χ¯aA]→ −igcb · χ¯cAfabc
BRST0[ca]→ −12 igcb · ccfabc
BRST0[Da]→ −igDccbfabc
BRST0[θA]→ 0
BRST0[θ¯A]→ 0
BRST0[αα]→ 0 ,
and we see that indeed only the gauge transformations survive with this choice. We can thus
define a filtrated differential and check that the gauge transformation of Agauge vanishes:
DefOddDifferential[BRSTgauge]
Filtrate[{AA → 0, chi → 0, barchi → 0, cc → 0, auxD → 0, theta → 2,
bartheta → 1, alpha → 2}, BRST → BRSTgauge]
epsilongg /: BRSTgauge[epsilongg[__]] := 0
mycanon[BRSTgauge[gaugeanomaly] + CD[-µ]@gaugeanomalysurface]
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0 .
On the other hand, supersymmetry transformations close into a gauge transformation and
a translation, such that we can not use filtrations to check the corresponding consistency
condition. We indeed define the corresponding transformations directly:
DefOddDifferential[BRSTsusy]
BRSTsusy[expr_] := BRST[expr] /. {cc[_] :> 0, alpha[_] :> 0}
Since the defined BRST transformations include the chiral matrix γ∗, we have to express
it using the  tensor and the generalised γ matrix with four indices to obtain a canonical
result, in addition to the steps that were already used in the previous section to check
supersymmetry invariance of the action. Moreover, one has to use identities that express
the product of the  tensor with any γ matrix by a suitably contracted product. This results
in
erg = mycanon@JoinGammaMatrices@Expand@IrreducibleSpinDecompose[mycanon@
JoinGammaMatrices[mycanon[BRSTsusy[susyanomaly] + CD[-µ]@susyanomalysurface]
/. {GammaggStar[A_, B_] :> SplitGammaMatrix[GammaggStar[A, B]]}], theta];
erg2 = mycanon@EpsilonGammaReduce[mycanon@JoinGammaMatrices@Expand@
IrreducibleSpinDecompose[erg, chi], gg]
− 6ig2AαaAβbAµcAνdAρegβµνρtr[lie]abcdeIrrSM (2,4)[θ]α
+ 2igAαaAβbAµcgβµνρtr[lie]abcd∇ρAνdIrrSM (2,4)[θ]α
+ 4igAαaAβbAµcgβµνρtr[lie]abdc∇ρAνdIrrSM (2,4)[θ]α
+ 2igAαaAβbAµcgβµνρtr[lie]adbc∇ρAνdIrrSM (2,4)[θ]α
− 2Aαagαµνρd[lie]abc∇µAβb∇ρAνcIrrSM (2,4)[θ]β
+ 2Aαagαβνρd[lie]abc∇µAβb∇ρAνcIrrSM (2,4)[θ]µ
− 3igAαaAβbAµcgαβµρtr[lie]abcd∇ρAνdIrrSM (2,4)[θ]ν
+ 3igAαaAβbAµcgαβµνtr[lie]abcd∇ρAνdIrrSM (2,4)[θ]ρ .
The consistency condition requires that this be a multiple of the gauge anomaly Agauge,
with the ghost ca replaced by θ¯γµθAaµ [45] (up to a possible surface term). This is not yet the
case because of terms like the last one, where θ¯γρθ is contracted with a derivative instead.
To bring these terms into canonical form, we need to use dimension-dependent identities
that arise from antisymmetrising an arbitrary expression over five or more indices, which
identically vanishes in four dimensions. A convenient way to use these identities is the
projection of the corresponding expression onto the Young tableau describing the symmetry,
where the dimension-dependent identities correspond to the fact that the projectors for
Young tableaux with five or more rows vanish. We can completely remove the unwanted
terms by adding a suitable combination of the projected expression, and obtain (with
another surface term)
csurface = mycanon[2 lied[-a, -b, -c] epsilongg[µ, ν, ρ, σ] AA[α, a]
IrreducibleSpinTensor[theta, 2, "4"][-α] (AA[-ν, b] CD[-ρ]@AA[-σ, c]
+ 3/8 I g lief[b, -d, -e] AA[-ν, c] AA[-ρ, d] AA[-σ, e])];
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erg3 = mycanon[(erg2 /. {term :_ IrrSpinM[theta, 2, "4", __][-mu_] CD[mu_]@_ :>
5 EpsilonYoungProject[term, gg] - 4 term}) + CD[-µ]@csurface]
− 6ig2AαaAβbAµcAνdAρegβµνρtr[lie]abcdeIrrSM (2,4)[θ]α
− 6Aαagβµνρd[lie]abc∇µAβb∇ρAνcIrrSM (2,4)[θ]α
− 7igAαaAβbAµcgβµνρtr[lie]abcd∇ρAνdIrrSM (2,4)[θ]α
+ igAαaAβbAµcgβµνρtr[lie]abdc∇ρAνdIrrSM (2,4)[θ]α
+ 5igAαaAβbAµcgβµνρtr[lie]adbc∇ρAνdIrrSM (2,4)[θ]α .
In fact, the first term also vanishes, while the second one is a total derivative:
EpsilonYoungProject[Coefficient[erg3, g, 2], gg]
mycanon[EpsilonYoungProject[Coefficient[erg3, g, 0], gg]
+ 24/5 CD[-µ]@(lied[-a, -b, -c] epsilongg[µ, ν, ρ, σ] AA[α, a]
AA[-ν, b] CD[-ρ]@AA[-σ, c] IrreducibleSpinTensor[theta, 2, "4"][-α])]
0
0 .
To bring the remaining terms (proportional to g) into a fully canonical form, one would
in principle have to consider the interplay between permutations of the Lie algebra indices
and the Lorentz indices (i.e., the composition of the multiterm symmetries described by the
associated Young tableaux), a problem related to plethysms in the representation theory
of the symmetric group. This is a hard problem in general, but the corresponding results
can be emulated by repeatedly applying EpsilonYoungProject and bringing the result into
canonical form using only monoterm symmetries (what xAct’s ToCanonical command
achieves).7 We have
null = mycanon[epsilongg[-µ, -ν, -ρ, -σ] IrreducibleSpinTensor[theta, 2,
"4"][α] AA[-α, a] AA[µ, b] AA[ν, c] CD[ρ]@AA[σ, d]
(Invlie4[-a, -b, -c, -d] - Invlie4[-a, -d, -b, -c])]
−AαaAµbAνcgµνρσtr[lie]abcd∇σAρdIrrSM (2,4)[θ]α
+AαaAµbAνcgµνρσtr[lie]adbc∇σAρdIrrSM (2,4)[θ]α ,
and by using twice EpsilonYoungProject and canonicalising it follows that
mycanon[48 null - 60 EpsilonYoungProject[null, gg] + 25 EpsilonYoungProject[
mycanon@EpsilonYoungProject[null, gg], gg]]
0 .
Since all projectors are idempotent and the coefficients don’t add up to zero, it follows
that this linear combination vanishes, and adding a multiple of it to the previous result it
follows that
mycanon[Coefficient[erg3, g] - 6 I null]
7I thank Igor Khavkine for discussions on this subject.
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− igAαaAβbAµcgβµνρtr[lie]abcd∇ρAνdIrrSM (2,4)[θ]α
+ igAαaAβbAµcgβµνρtr[lie]abdc∇ρAνdIrrSM (2,4)[θ]α
− igAαaAβbAµcgβµνρtr[lie]adbc∇ρAνdIrrSM (2,4)[θ]α .
On the other hand, for the gauge anomaly we obtain
mycanon[gaugeanomaly /. {cc[a_] :> -AA[-α, a] IrreducibleSpinTensor[theta, 2,
"4"][α]}]
−Aαagµνρσd[lie]abc∇νAµb∇σAρcIrrSM (2,4)[θ]α
− igAαaAµbAνcgµνρσtr[lie]abcd∇σAρdIrrSM (2,4)[θ]α
+ igAαaAµbAνcgµνρσtr[lie]abdc∇σAρdIrrSM (2,4)[θ]α
− igAαaAµbAνcgµνρσtr[lie]adbc∇σAρdIrrSM (2,4)[θ]α .
Again, the first term is a total derivative (it is exactly the same term as in previous result),
while the terms of order g exactly match, and the consistency condition is fulfilled. Since
the consistency conditions are nothing else but the statement that the anomaly is BRST-
exact, this shows that s(Agauge +Asusy) = 0, which of course can also be checked directly
with FieldsX.
Lastly, I want to show how one can also derive the gauge anomaly directly in FieldsX,
at least in the A – c sector where no canonicalisation of spinors is needed. The reason is
that the algorithm implemented in FieldsX is a brute-force one, which simply applies
the BRST differential and checks whether the result vanishes. Therefore, the result will
only be complete (and thus correct) if a fully canonical form can be found for each term,
which is quite involved for spinors. We thus have to make an ansatz for all possible terms
that can possibly appear, which is restricted by ghost number and engineering dimension.
Furthermore, we do not need to include traces of invariant tensors of the Lie algebra, since
they can be expressed using invariant tensors of lower rank [46, 47], and need to include
at most one totally antisymmetric  tensor because the product of two can be reduced to
products of metrics. We also need ansätze for surface terms and BRST-exact terms (and
the corresponding surface terms), and define ghost number and dimension of the invariant
tensors and  to ensure this is correctly taken into account:
invtensors = {lief, lied, Invlie4, Invlie5};
Map[SetGrading[#, {Dimension → 0, GhostNumber → 0}] &, invtensors];
SetGrading[epsilongg, {Dimension → 0, GhostNumber → 0}];
SetGrading[CD, {Dimension → 1, GhostNumber → 0}];
tracelessreps = {t_?xTensorQ[i___, a_, j___, -a_, k___] :> 0};
ansatz = GenerateMonomials[{AA, cc}, {invtensors, {epsilongg}}, Constraint →
(((Dimension[#]==5) && (GhostNumber[#]==1))&), Replacements →
tracelessreps, MaxNumberOfFields → 5, MaxNumberOfInvTensors → 1,
MaxNumberOfDerivatives → 3];
dansatz = GenerateMonomials[{AA, cc}, {invtensors, {epsilongg}}, Constraint →
(((Dimension[#]==5) && (GhostNumber[#]==2))&), Replacements →
tracelessreps, MaxNumberOfFields → 5, MaxNumberOfInvTensors → 1,
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MaxNumberOfDerivatives → 3, FreeIndices → {µ}];
csansatz = GenerateMonomials[{AA, cc}, {invtensors, {epsilongg}}, Constraint →
(((Dimension[#]==4) && (GhostNumber[#]==0))&), Replacements →
tracelessreps, MaxNumberOfFields → 4, MaxNumberOfInvTensors → 1,
MaxNumberOfDerivatives → 2];
cdansatz = GenerateMonomials[{AA, cc}, {invtensors, {epsilongg}}, Constraint →
(((Dimension[#]==4) && (GhostNumber[#]==1))&), Replacements →
tracelessreps, MaxNumberOfFields → 4, MaxNumberOfInvTensors → 1,
MaxNumberOfDerivatives → 2, FreeIndices → {µ}];
Since both A and c have engineering dimension 1, at most five (respectively four) fields
are needed, and at most three (respectively two) derivatives, since any term with more
derivatives would be a total derivative and not contribute anyway to the cohomology. For
a more effective generation of monomials, the function GenerateMonomialsByGrading could
be used as well. The computation of the relative cohomology then results in
RelativeCohomologyFromAnsatz[BRSTgauge, ansatz, CD[-µ], dansatz, BRSTgauge,
csansatz, CD[-µ], cdansatz, CanonicalizeMethod → mycanon]
{{Aαagαβγδd[lie]abc∇γAβb∇δcc + igAαaAβbAγcgαβγδtr[lie]abcd∇δcd,
− cb · ∇γccgµαβγd[lie]abc∇βAαa}} ,
which agrees with Agauge. Denoting the first term by A and the second term in the result
by Sµ, Sµ is the needed surface term such that sA+∇µSµ = 0.
4 Functions in FieldsX
In this section, I give a complete list of all functions and variables contained in FieldsX.
In most cases the functions are self-explanatory, or their usage has already been demon-
strated in the previous section. Other functions are only needed to implement advanced
functionality, and will not be used by a normal user of the package. In the remaining cases,
I give short descriptions and/or the rationale for the given implementation.
4.1 Helper functions
These are small helper functions that are needed for other parts of the package, but are
also useful on their own.
4.1.1 DummiesIn
DummiesIn[bundle,k]
returns a list of k unique abstract dollar-indices on the vector bundle bundle,
using the last of the user-defined indices.
This is just a straightforward extension of the xAct command DummyIn.
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4.1.2 TensorCount
TensorCount[expr,T]
returns the number of tensors T occuring in expr including covariant derivatives
of T. expr can be given in pseudo index-free notation.
TensorCount[expr,T,False]
does not include covariant derivatives of T.
The pseudo index-free notation was introduced in the xTras package, where only
heads of tensors are given and not their indices. Expressions in pseudo index-free notation
must be wrapped in the head IndexFree. For example, IndexFree[CD@RicciCD] stands for
CD[-µ][RicciCD[-α,-β].
4.1.3 AllTensors
AllTensors[expr]
returns a list containing all tensors occuring in expr together with their multi-
plicity. expr must be given in pseudo index-free notation.
To convert an expression with indices to pseudo index-free notation, use the command
ToIndexFree of the xTras package.
4.2 Inner bundles (Lie algebra functions)
These are functions to work with inner bundles in general, and Lie-algebra valued fields in
particular, including invariant tensors.
4.2.1 DefVBundleWithMetric
DefVBundleWithMetric[bundle,M,dim,{a,b,c,...},metric]
defines bundle to be a vector bundle with base manifold M and fiber vector
space with dimension given by dim and represented by the abstract indices
{a, b, c, . . . }. It defines metric to be a metric on the vector bundle bundle with-
out associated covariant derivative, which is constant with respect to the co-
variant derivative on the tangent bundle of M.
By default, it is not possible to define metrics on inner vector bundles with xAct;
this command is adapted from code of the xAct mailing list and the Spinors package
where such a definition was already needed. The dimension dim can be an integer or
any constant symbol (defined with DefConstantSymbol). Since the metric is defined to be
constant with respect to the covariant derivative of the tangent bundle of the manifold, a
covariant derivative must be defined onM first. The main application of this command is for
principal G-bundles with G a semisimple Lie group or products thereof, since gauge fields
transform in some representation of the associated Lie algebra g (in a local trivialisation
of the bundle). The metric is then just given by the Cartan–Killing form of the Lie algebra
g, and dim is the dimension of the chosen representation.
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4.2.2 $InvariantTraceTensors
$InvariantTraceTensors
is a global variable storing the list of all currently defined invariant tensors on
inner bundles.
This is the analogue of the lists of metrics, etc.
4.2.3 InvariantTraceTensor
InvariantTraceTensor[bundle,n,sym]
returns the invariant tensor on the inner bundle bundle obtained as the trace
over n basis elements. For n = 3 sym determines whether the antisymmetric f
tensor or the symmetric d tensor is returned.
By the Chevalley restriction theorem, the G-invariant polynomials for a simple Lie
algebra g are linear combinations of products of traces of the generators ta in some repre-
sentation of g. This function returns tr(ta1 · · · tan) (only the head of the tensor, without the
abstract indices). For n = 2, the invariant tensor is the Cartan–Killing form (the metric on
bundle). For n = 3, specifying sym → Antisymmetric returns the completely antisymmet-
ric fabc (equal to the structure constants of g), while using sym → Symmetric returns the
completely symmetric part dabc. In the general case n ≥ 4 it would in principle be possible
to further decompose the traces according to their transformations under the permutation
group, but this seems not be useful in applications such that only the cyclic symmetry of
the trace is imposed. Note that for any given Lie algebra, invariant tensors of high enough
rank are not independent and expressable in terms of tensors of lower rank or vanish. For
example, dabc = 0 for su(2); see [46, 47] for derivations of such relations. These relations
are not taken into account by FieldsX and must be imposed by the user, giving rules for
the corresponding tensors.
4.2.4 InvariantTraceTensorQ
InvariantTraceTensorQ[expr]
gives True if expr is an invariant tensor on some inner bundle, and False oth-
erwise.
This is the analogue of the corresponding functions for metrics, etc.
4.2.5 $StructureConstantSign
$StructureConstantSign
defines the global sign of the structure constants of inner bundles:
[ta, tb] = $StructureConstantSign fabc tc. The default value is i.
By default, FieldsX assumes Hermitian generators t and structure constants.
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4.2.6 ReduceInvariantTraceTensors
ReduceInvariantTraceTensors[expr]
expands products of the structure constants fabc with invariant tensors on inner
bundles into sums of invariant tensors.
ReduceInvariantTraceTensors[expr,tens]
expands products of fabc with the invariant tensor tens only.
ReduceInvariantTraceTensors[expr,{tens1,tens2,...}]
expands products of fabc with the invariant tensors tens1, tens2, . . .
Since gauge transformations involve the structure constants, this function can be used
to put the result back into canonical form.
4.3 Functions extended to work with more than one bundle
These functions are needed for other parts of the package, and extend existing functionality
of xAct.
4.3.1 BundleSymmetryOf
BundleSymmetryOf[expr]
gives a description (a result with head Symmetry) of the symmetry of expr.
This includes a generating set for that symmetry using Cycles notation on the
indices of expr. Extending SymmetryOf, the number of indices and the symmetry
group are ordered by bundle.
Sorted
is an option for BundleSymmetryOf that specifies if the replacements should be
sorted by slot number. By default, it is True.
Offset
is also an option for BundleSymmetryOf that specifies if the generating sets
should use offsets for the slot numbers. By default, it is False.
This is needed for computing cohomologies.
4.4 Noncommuting product, Grassmann-even and -odd tensors
Here functions to work with non-commuting objects are listed.
4.4.1 CenterDot
CenterDot
stands for the non-commutative product of Grassmann-odd indexed objects.
CenterDot (·) is an operator in Mathematica with no built-in rules, which makes
it ideal to use as the non-commutative product, in contrast to NonCommutativeMultiply
(**). Commuting objects are automatically taken out of the non-commutative product, so
it is safe to use CenterDot for all objects. CenterDot can be entered as Esc + . + Esc .
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Since ** is nevertheless faster to input, to automatically convert NonCommutativeMultiply
to CenterDot one can use the definition
Unprotect[NonCommutativeMultiply];
NonCommutativeMultiply /: NonCommutativeMultiply[expr___] := CenterDot[expr];
Protect[NonCommutativeMultiply];
Because of the automatic rules set up for CenterDot, in replacement rules it is necessary
to use the Verbatim or HoldPattern wrappers: Verbatim[CenterDot][expr___] :> ... or
HoldPattern[ expr1_ · expr2_ ] :> ...
4.4.2 Parity
Parity[expr]
returns the Grassmann parity of expr.
This gives either 0 or 1.
4.4.3 TimesToCenterDot
TimesToCenterDot[expr]
returns expr with all products replaced by non-commutative ones.
This is useful when converting from pseudo index-free notation when non-commutative
objects are included, since IndexFree does not work well with the non-commutative product.
4.4.4 DefEvenTensor
DefEvenTensor[T[-a,b,...],M]
defines T to be a Grassmann-even tensor field on the manifold M and the base
manifolds associated to the vector bundles of its indices −a, b, . . .
DefEvenTensor[T[-a,b,...],M,sym]
defines T to be a Grassmann-even tensor field with symmetry sym.
This extends the xAct command DefTensor for commuting objects, and takes the
same additional arguments (for example, PrintAs).
4.4.5 DefOddTensor
DefOddTensor[T[-a,b,...],M]
defines T to be a Grassmann-odd tensor field on the manifold M and the base
manifolds associated to the vector bundles of its indices −a, b, . . .
DefOddTensor[T[-a,b,...],M,sym]
defines T to be a Grassmann-odd tensor field with symmetry sym.
This extends the xAct command DefTensor for non-commuting objects, and takes the
same additional arguments (for example, PrintAs).
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4.4.6 $CenterDotTexSymbol
$CenterDotTexSymbol
gives the symbol to use for TEX output of the non-commutative product. The
default value is a space.
FieldsX includes proper TEX output that works together with the TexAct package
and can be customised using its commands.
4.5 Spin structure, γ matrices
These are functions to define a spin structure on the manifold and work with the corre-
sponding curved-space γ matrices.
4.5.1 GammaMatrixQ,GammaStarQ,GammaZeroQ
GammaMatrixQ[expr]
gives True if expr is a γ matrix, and False otherwise.
GammaStarQ[expr]
gives True if expr is the γ∗ (chiral) matrix, and False otherwise.
GammaZeroQ[expr]
gives True if expr is the γ0 matrix, and False otherwise.
This is the analogue of the corresponding functions for metrics, etc. The chiral γ∗
matrix is only defined for even dimensions of the manifold, and γ0 exists only in Lorentzian
signature; both of them are fixed (numerical) matrices.
4.5.2 $GammaStarSign
$GammaStarSign
defines the global sign of the γ∗ (chiral) matrix. By default it is 1.
By default, FieldsX assumes the conventions of [15], such that
γ∗ =
(−i)d/2+3
d! µ1···µdγ
µ1 · · · γµd
and γ2∗ = 1. $GammaStarSign can be used to insert an additional overall factor.
4.5.3 GammaMatrix
GammaMatrix[metric,n]
returns the generalized (totally antisymmetric) γ matrix of order n of the
Clifford algebra associated to the metric metric.
GammaMatrix[metric,Star]
returns the γ∗ (chiral) matrix of the Clifford algebra associated to the metric
metric.
GammaMatrix[metric,Zero]
returns the γ0 matrix of the Clifford algebra associated to the metric metric.
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The generalised γ matrices are normalised with unit strength: γµ1···µn = γ[µ1 · · · γµn].
The chiral γ∗ matrix is only defined for even dimensions of the manifold, and γ0 exists only
in Lorentzian signature. These functions only return the head of the tensor, without the
abstract (spin bundle) indices.
4.5.4 MetricOfGammaMatrix
MetricOfGammaMatrix[γ]
returns the metric associated to the Clifford algebra of γ.
This is needed for other parts of the package.
4.5.5 $GammaMatrices
$GammaMatrices
is a global variable storing the list of all currently defined γ matrices.
This is the analogue of the lists of metrics, etc.
4.5.6 DefSpinStructure
DefSpinStructure[metric,{A,B,C,...}]
defines a spin structure on the base manifold M of the metric metric. This
includes the γ matrices of the Clifford algebra associated to metric and a spin
bundle SpinM with abstract indices {A,B,C, . . . }, whose covariant derivative
is induced from the one of metric, with the same name.
Before using this command, a metric and (Levi-Civita) covariant derivative must be
defined on M , whose dimension must be a positive integer. The curvature (Rµν)AB of the
induced spin connection is given in terms of the Riemann tensor Rµνρσ of the metric by
the well-known formula
(Rµν)AB =
1
4Rµνρσ(γ
ρσ)A
B . (4.1)
DefSpinStructure also precomputes products of generalised γ matrices (which takes a few
seconds) to speed up later computations.
4.5.7 UndefSpinStructure
UndefSpinStructure[metric]
undefines the spin structure on the base manifold of the metric metric.
This also removes all related definitions of γ matrices etc.
4.5.8 SpinBundleQ
SpinBundleQ[bundle]
gives True if bundle is a spin bundle, and False otherwise.
This is the analogue of the corresponding functions for metrics, etc.
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4.5.9 SplitGammaMatrix,SplitGammaMatrices
SplitGammaMatrix[γ,keep]
decomposes the generalized γ matrix γ into an antisymmetrized product of
individual γ matrices. If keep = True, the γ∗ (chiral) matrix is kept.
SplitGammaMatrices[expr,keep]
decomposes all the generalized γ matrix appearing within expr into an anti-
symmetrized product of individual γ matrices. If keep = True, the γ∗ (chiral)
matrix is kept.
For example, this is needed for computing perturbations of curved-space γ matrices
from the perturbation of the individual matrices.
4.5.10 JoinGammaMatrices
JoinGammaMatrices[expr]
replaces products of γ matrices within expr by generalized γ matrices.
Since supersymmetry transformations involve generalised γ matrices, this function can
be used to put the result back into canonical form.
4.5.11 EpsilonGammaReduce, EpsilonYoungProject
EpsilonGammaReduce[expr, metric]
replaces products of the totally antisymmetric  tensor and generalized γ ma-
trices associated to the metric metric within expr by suitably contracted ones.
EpsilonYoungProject[expr, metric]
replaces products of the totally antisymmetric  tensor associated to the metric
metric and other tensors within expr onto the corresponding Young tableaux.
This can also be used to put expressions into canonical form. The list of replacements
is given in appendix B.
4.6 Spinors
These are functions to define spinors of various types.
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4.6.1 MajoranaQ,DiracQ,SpinorQ,SpinorUnbarQ,SpinorBarQ
MajoranaQ[expr]
gives True if expr is a Majorana spinor, and False otherwise.
DiracQ[expr]
gives True if expr is a Dirac spinor, and False otherwise.
SpinorQ[expr]
gives True if expr is a spinor, and False otherwise.
SpinorUnbarQ[expr]
gives True if expr is a spinor but not a conjugate one, and False otherwise.
SpinorBarQ[expr]
gives True if expr is a conjugate spinor, and False otherwise.
This is the analogue of the corresponding functions for metrics, etc. FieldsX does not
(yet) support neither 2- nor 4-component Weyl spinors. Since 4-component Weyl spinors
can be viewed as Dirac spinors ψA that satisfy
ψa = (P±ψ)A =
1
2(1± γ∗)A
BψB =
1
2ψA ±
1
2(γ∗)A
BψB ,
they can be emulated by defining rules that replace contractions of γ∗ with ψ.
4.6.2 DefSpinor
DefSpinor[ψ[-A],M]
defines ψ to be a spinor field on the manifold M and the spin bundle associated
to the index −A. The conjugate spinor ψ¯ is automatically defined, with name
barψ.
DefSpinor[ψ[-A],M,sym]
defines ψ to be a spinor field with symmetry sym.
DefSpinor[ψ[b,-A],M]
defines ψ to be a spinor field valued in the inner bundle associated to the index
b.
SpinorType
is an option for DefSpinor that specifies the type of spinor. By default, it is
Majorana.
Majorana
is a value for the option SpinorType of DefSpinor.
Dirac
is a value for the option SpinorType of DefSpinor.
Conjugate
is also an option for DefSpinor that specifies if the roles of spinor and conjugate
spinor should be switched.
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DefSpinor is the general function (extending DefTensor from xAct, and taking thus
the same additional arguments such as PrintAs), but for applications it is probably more
useful to use DefEvenSpinor and DefOddSpinor to define spinors with given Grassmann
parity. The Conjugate option is useful in the BV formalism, where the antifield ψ† for a
spinor ψ is really a conjugate spinor, while the antifield ψ¯† of the conjugate ψ¯ is not a
conjugate one, such that their respective products are scalars.
4.6.3 UndefSpinor
UndefSpinor[ψ]
undefines ψ and the conjugate spinor ψ¯.
This ensures that both ψ and its conjugate are removed.
4.6.4 DefEvenSpinor
DefEvenSpinor[ψ[-A],M]
defines ψ to be a Grassmann-even spinor field on the manifold M and the spin
bundle associated to the index −A. The conjugate spinor ψ¯ is automatically
defined, with name barψ.
DefEvenSpinor[ψ[-A],M,sym]
defines ψ to be a Grassmann-even spinor field with symmetry sym.
DefEvenSpinor[ψ[b,-A],M]
defines ψ to be a Grassmann-even spinor field valued in the inner bundle asso-
ciated to the index b.
This extends DefSpinor, such that the options given there (and the ones of the xAct
command DefTensor) are also valid for DefEvenSpinor. Lie-algebra valued spinors are de-
fined with the last variant; the inner bundle must be defined first with DefVBundleWithMetric.
4.6.5 DefOddSpinor
DefOddSpinor[ψ[-A],M]
defines ψ to be a Grassmann-odd spinor field on the manifold M and the spin
bundle associated to the index −A. The conjugate spinor ψ¯ is automatically
defined, with name barψ.
DefOddSpinor[ψ[-A],M,sym]
defines ψ to be a Grassmann-odd spinor field with symmetry sym.
DefOddSpinor[ψ[b,-A],M]
defines ψ to be a Grassmann-odd spinor field valued in the inner bundle asso-
ciated to the index b.
This extends DefSpinor, such that the options given there (and the ones of the xAct
command DefTensor) are also valid for DefOddSpinor. Lie-algebra valued spinors are defined
with the last variant; the inner bundle must be defined first with DefVBundleWithMetric.
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4.6.6 ConjugateSpinor
ConjugateSpinor[ψ]
returns ψ¯.
ConjugateSpinor[ψ¯]
returns ψ.
Note that the conjugate is the charge conjugate for Majorana spinors and the Dirac
conjugate ψ¯ = iψ†γ0 for Dirac spinors.
4.6.7 SpinScalar
SpinScalar[expr]
gives True if expr (given in pseudo index-free notation) is a spin bundle scalar
(i.e., all indices with values in a spin bundle can be contracted), and False
otherwise.
This is needed for computing cohomologies. The expression expr must be wrapped in
the head IndexFree of the xTras package.
4.7 Flip and Fierz relations
These are functions for flip relations (valid for Majorana spinors) and Fierz identities and
rearrangements (valid for all spinors).
4.7.1 $SpinorFlipSigns
$SpinorFlipSigns
is a table of signs appearing in the Majorana flip relations.
The signs are taken from [15], table 3.1 (the choices in boldface).
4.7.2 SignOfGammaMatrix
SignOfGammaMatrix[γ]
returns the sign needed for the generalized γ matrix γ appearing in the Majo-
rana flip relations.
This is the sign appearing in the Majorana flip relation (3.51) of [15].
4.7.3 FindSpinChain
FindSpinChain[expr,start[inds]]
returns a list of spinors and γ matrices appearing within expr whose indices
are contracted with each other (spin chain). The chain starts with start[inds],
which must be a (conjugate) spinor appearing in expr.
This functions extracts a spinor bilinear which can be flipped using the Majorana flip
relations. The functions FlipSpinor, FlipSpinorsToConjugateAmount, and SpinorFlipSymme-
trize might be more useful for applications.
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4.7.4 FlipSpinChain
FlipSpinChain[expr,chain]
returns expr with the spin chain chain flipped using the Majorana flip relations.
The spin chain chain can be found using FindSpinChain. The functions FlipSpinor,
FlipSpinorsToConjugateAmount, and SpinorFlipSymmetrize might be more useful for appli-
cations.
4.7.5 FlipSpinor
FlipSpinor[expr]
returns expr with a spinor bilinear flipped using the Majorana flip relations.
expr must contain a single spinor bilinear.
FlipSpinor[expr,ψ]
returns expr with a spinor bilinear flipped using the Majorana flip relations.
expr must contain a single bilinear formed with the spinor ψ.
FlipSpinor[expr,ψ1,ψ2]
returns expr with a spinor bilinear flipped using the Majorana flip relations.
expr must contain a single bilinear formed with the spinors ψ1 and ψ2.
This function uses the Majorana flip relations on a single bilinear, with the variants
controlling which bilinear is flipped.
4.7.6 FlipSpinorsToConjugateAmount
FlipSpinorsToConjugateAmount[expr,ψ,count]
returns expr with spinor bilinears formed with the spinor ψ flipped using the
Majorana flip relations until count conjugate spinors ψ¯ remain.
This function is useful to ensure that all terms of a long expression have the same
form, in order to exhibit cancellations.
4.7.7 SortSpinor
SortSpinor[expr,ψ → ψ¯]
returns expr with all bilinears formed with the spinor ψ flipped using the
Majorana flip relations. The spinor ψ and its conjugate ψ¯ can be exchanged.
SortSpinor[expr,{ψ1 → ψ¯1,...}]
returns expr with all bilinears formed with the spinors ψ1, . . . flipped using
the Majorana flip relations. The spinors ψi and their conjugates ψ¯i can be
exchanged.
Also this function is useful to bring all terms of a long expression into the same form.
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4.7.8 SpinorFlipSymmetrize
SpinorFlipSymmetrize[expr]
returns expr with all spinor bilinears symmetrized using the Majorana flip
relations.
This function replaces all bilinears in expr with half of the sum of the bilinear and its
flipped version.
4.7.9 FierzExpand
FierzExpand[ψ¯1[inds1],ψ2[inds2]]
expands the tensor product ψ¯1[inds1]ψ2[inds2] in the basis of generalized γ
matrices (Fierz rearrangement). Both spinors may have covariant derivatives
acting on them.
This is the basic Fierz rearrangement formula
ψ¯AχB = 2−[d/2]
d∑
k=0
1
k! (−1)
k(k−1)/2γµ1···µkB
A
(
ψ¯Cγµ1···µkCDχD
)
,
which is valid in the given form for both commuting and anticommuting spinors. From
this, various rearrangement formulas for three, four and more spinors can be obtained by
contracting this equation with more γ matrices and spinors.
4.8 Irreducible spin tensors
These functions implement the approach to Fierz identities of d’Auria, Fré, Maina and
Regge [16] based on the decomposition of the product of group representations into irre-
ducible components. Currently, the corresponding decompositions are worked out for the
tensor product of up to four Majorana spinors in four dimensions, which can have an
additional inner bundle index.
4.8.1 IrreducibleSpinTensor
IrreducibleSpinTensor[ψ,n,rep]
returns the irreducible tensor of the Lorentz group corresponding to the repre-
sentation rep appearing in the decomposition of the tensor product of n copies
of the spinor ψ.
This function returns the invariant tensor Ψ(n,rep) (only the head of the tensor, without
the abstract indices) that transforms in the irreducible representation rep (labeled by its
dimension) of the Lorentz group (and the symmetric group for spinors with inner bundle
indices) contained in the product of n spinors ψ. The list of valid representations is given
in appendix A.
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4.8.2 IrreducibleSpinTensorQ
IrreducibleSpinTensorQ[expr]
gives True if expr is an irreducible tensor of the Lorentz group for some repre-
sentation, and False otherwise.
This is the analogue of the corresponding functions for metrics, etc.
4.8.3 ExpandIrreducibleSpinTensor, ExpandIrreducibleSpinTensors
ExpandIrreducibleSpinTensor[tens[ψ,...][inds]]
expands the irreducible tensor tens into a sum of products of spinors ψ with
the right symmetries.
ExpandIrreducibleSpinTensors[expr]
expands all irreducible tensors of the Lorentz group within expr into a sum of
products of spinors with the right symmetries.
These functions give the explicit form of the invariant tensors in terms of the spinor ψ
and γ matrices. It is the inverse function to IrreducibleSpinDecompose.
4.8.4 IrreducibleSpinDecompose
IrreducibleSpinDecompose[expr,ψ]
decomposes all products of spinors ψ within expr into sums of irreducible rep-
resentations of the Lorentz group.
This function performs the decomposition of products of the spinor ψ into invari-
ant tensors transforming in irreducible representations of the Lorentz group (and the
symmetric group for spinors with inner bundle indices). It is the inverse function to
ExpandIrreducibleSpinTensors.
4.8.5 IrreducibleSpinProject
IrreducibleSpinProject[expr,ψ]
projects all irreducible tensors of the Lorentz group within expr depending on
the spinor ψ onto their Young tableaux. This includes their products with γ
matrices, and induced symmetries if the spinor ψ depends on inner bundles.
This function ensures that multiterm symmetries are correctly taken into account when
bringing terms into canonical form, using Young projectors. The list of applied projections
is given in appendix B.
4.9 Gradings
These are functions to work with arbitrary gradings, for example ghost number, antifield
number or engineering dimension.
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4.9.1 $Gradings
$Gradings
is a global variable storing the list of all currently defined gradings.
This is the analogue of the lists of metrics, etc.
4.9.2 DefGrading
DefGrading[grad]
defines the grading grad.
DefGrading[{grad1,...}]
defines the gradings grad1, . . .
SumGrading
is an option for DefGrading that specifies a function that determines the grading
of a sum. By default it is Undefined&.
ZeroGrading
is an option for DefGrading that specifies the grading of 0. By default it is
Undefined.
Numeric expressions are not taken into account when computing the grading of an ex-
pression, i.e. grad[2expr] = grad[expr]. The grading of a product is the sum of the gradings
of the individual terms, and the grading of a covariant derivative of an expression is the
sum of the gradings of the expression and the derivative. Gradings work properly with the
symmetrised covariant derivatives of the xTras package, where the grading of the deriva-
tive gets multiplied by the number of indices it contains. In some cases, it is meaningful to
assign a definite grading to a sum or to 0, for example if all the terms in the sum have the
same ghost number.
4.9.3 UndefGrading
UndefGrading[grad]
undefines the grading grad.
This function does not remove gradings set for individual tensors.
4.9.4 SetGrading
SetGrading[T,grad→ val]
sets the grading grad of the tensor or spinor T to the value val.
SetGrading[{T1,T2,...},grad→ val]
sets the grading of all the tensors Ti.
SetGrading[T,{grad1 → val1,grad2 → val2,...}]
sets all gradings gradi to their respective values vali.
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This function sets the grading of individual tensors or spinors, which must be defined
first with DefGrading. Setting the grading for a spinor automatically sets the same grading
for the conjugate spinor; if the spinor and its conjugate have different gradings the one of
the spinor must be set first. Gradings can also be set for covariant derivatives, for example
an engineering dimension, and for the symmetrised covariant derivatives of the xTras
package get multiplied by the number of indices.
4.10 Left and right variational derivatives
For non-commuting objects, left and right variational derivatives can differ by signs, and
the functions here handle non-commutative products correctly.
4.10.1 LeftVarD
LeftVarD[T[inds]][expr]
returns the left variational derivative of expr with respect to the tensor or
spinor field T [inds].
LeftVarD[T[inds],covd][expr]
returns the left variational derivative of expr with respect to the tensor or
spinor field T [inds]. Integration by parts uses the covariant derivative covd
instead of the partial derivative PD.
The left variational or functional derivative δL is defined such that the Leibniz (prod-
uct) rule holds from the left:
δL
δT (x)(AB) =
δLA
δT (x)B + (−1)
T AA
δLB
δT (x) ,
where T is the Grassmann parity of T. expr must be a scalar (or scalar density) and is
implicitly assumed to be integrated over, such that integration by parts can be performed,
as for the VarD command of xAct. If a tensor T implicitly depends on another tensor U
and the functional derivative of Tit with respect to Uiu is given by the tensor Rit,iu, this
can be defined using
T /: ImplicitTensorDepQ[T, U] = True;
Unprotect[LeftVarD];
LeftVarD[U[iu__], cd_][T[it__], l_, r_] := CenterDot[l, R[it,iu], r];
Protect[LeftVarD];
For Majorana spinors where the spinor and its (charge) conjugate are not independent,
the appropriate definitions are automatically set up by DefSpinor, DefEvenSpinor, and
DefOddSpinor.
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4.10.2 RightVarD
RightVarD[T[inds]][expr]
returns the right variational derivative of expr with respect to the tensor or
spinor field T [inds].
RightVarD[T[inds],covd][expr]
returns the right variational derivative of expr with respect to the tensor or
spinor field T [inds]. Integration by parts uses the covariant derivative covd
instead of the partial derivative PD.
The same comments as for the left variational derivative LeftVarD apply, except that
for the right variational derivative δR the Leibniz rule holds from the right:
δR
δT (x)(AB) = A
δRB
δT (x) + (−1)
T B
δRA
δT (x)B .
4.11 Contractions and Monomials
These are functions to generate all possible terms with given tensor content or grading,
extending functionality from the xTras package, and can be used to find actions and
ansätze for the computation of cohomologies.
4.11.1 FindAllContractions
FindAllContractions[expr]
returns a list of all possible full contractions of expr over its free indices. Ex-
tending AllContractions, this function also works if the tensors within expr
depend on more than one bundle. expr can be given in pseudo index-free no-
tation.
FindAllContractions[expr,{a, b,...}]
returns a list of all possible full contractions of expr that have a, b, . . . as free
indices.
FindAllContractions[expr,{a, b,...},sym]
returns a list of all possible full contractions of expr with the symmetry sym
imposed on the free indices a, b, . . .
SymmetrizeMethod
is also an option for FindAllContractions that specifies a function to sym-
metrize the free indices. By default, it is ImposeSymmetry.
AuxiliaryTensor
is also an option for FindAllContractions that specifies the name of the auxil-
iary tensor used for the free indices.
Parallelization
is also an option for FindAllContractions that specifies whether contractions
should be calculated in parallel.
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Given a product of tensors (a monomial), this function finds all possible contractions
of them with a specified set of free indices. FindAllContractions extends the correspond-
ing functionality of AllContractions from the xTras package (using some of the internal
xTras routines) to also allow spinors and tensor with indices in inner bundles (for example,
Lie-algebra valued ones). The resulting list can be used with MakeAnsatz from the xTras
package to determine a complete ansatz with undetermined constants. If one is not inter-
ested in a single monomial, but needs all monomials containing a given set of tensors, the
functions GenerateMonomialsByGrading or GenerateMonomialsByGrading are more useful.
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4.11.2 GenerateMonomials
GenerateMonomials[fields,invtens]
returns a list of all monomials that can be formed from the fields fields, their
covariant derivatives, and the invariant tensors invtens.
FreeIndices
is an option for GenerateMonomials and GenerateMonomialsByGrading that spec-
ifies a list of free (uncontracted) indices that the returned monomials should
have. By default, it is an empty list.
Constraint
is an option for GenerateMonomials and GenerateMonomialsByGrading that spec-
ifies the constraint function, a function returning True if its argument should
be added to the list of monomials and False otherwise. By default, it is given
by True& (i.e., no constraint).
Replacements
is an option for GenerateMonomials and GenerateMonomialsByGrading that spec-
ifies a list of replacements to be made after contracting free indices in each
monomial. By default, it is an empty list.
MaxNumberOfFields
is an option for GenerateMonomials and GenerateMonomialsByGrading that spec-
ifies the maximum number of fields of each type that can appear in an mono-
mial. It can be an integer, or a list of integers specifying the maximum number
for each field. By default, it is Infinity for GenerateMonomialsByGrading and
5 for GenerateMonomials.
MaxNumberOfInvTensors
is an option for GenerateMonomials and GenerateMonomialsByGrading that spec-
ifies the maximum number of invariant tensors of each type that can ap-
pear in an monomial. It can be an integer, or a list of integers specify-
ing the maximum number for each tensor. By default, it is Infinity for
GenerateMonomialsByGrading and 1 for GenerateMonomials.
MaxNumberOfDerivatives
is an option for GenerateMonomials and GenerateMonomialsByGrading that spec-
ifies the maximum number of derivatives that can be applied to a field. It
can be an integer, or a list of integers specifying the maximum number for
each field. By default, it is Infinity for GenerateMonomialsByGrading and 3 for
GenerateMonomials.
IndexFree
is also an option for GenerateMonomials and GenerateMonomialsByGrading that
specifies if the list of monomials should returned in pseudo index-free notation.
By default, it is False.
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This function generates a list of all products of tensors (monomials) that can be ob-
tained with a maximum number of a given tensor or spinor (MaxNumberOfFields), with a
maximum number of derivatives acting on them (MaxNumberOfDerivatives) and a maximum
number of invariant tensors (MaxNumberOfInvTensors), for example metrics, γ matrices, or
the tensors returned from InvariantTraceTensor. For an efficient generation, the Multi-
sets package is used. The resulting list is then passed to FindAllContractions to suitably
contract free indices, except if the option IndexFree is given. The only difference between
the fields and invtens arguments is that covariant derivatives are only generated on fields,
but otherwise arbitrary tensors or spinors can be used for both. A constraint function is
applied on each monomial before it is added to the list, and can be used to filter terms (for
example, to impose a certain grading: engineering dimension, ghost number, . . . ). In many
cases, one needs a list of monomials with a fixed grading, and GenerateMonomialsByGrading
can be more efficient.
4.11.3 GenerateMonomialsByGrading
GenerateMonomialsByGrading[fields,invtens,grad→ n]
returns a list of all monomials that can be formed from the fields fields, their
covariant derivatives, and the invariant tensors invtens, restricted to the value
n for the grading grad.
FilterGammaMatrices
is an option for GenerateMonomialsByGrading that specifies whether spinor bi-
linears containing more than one generalized γ matrix should be dropped. By
default, it is True.
All options of the GenerateMonomials command can also be used for GenerateMonomials-
ByGrading. This function uses a more efficient algorithm to generate monomials than
GenerateMonomials, based on integer partitions, and does not rely on the Multisets pack-
age. However, this leads to limitations (which are fulfilled in many appplications): the
grading grad must be non-negative and rational for all tensors in fields and invtens. For
fields with zero grading, a maximum number must be specified, as well as for derivatives
whch have zero grading. Moreover, because of the way that fields with zero grading are in-
corporated, they cannot have derivatives acting on them. The FilterGammaMatrices option
is used to filter terms of the form ψ¯γµγνχ, which can be expressed using γµν and gµν , and
similar ones. (To obtain a complete ansatz, one of course needs to include all γ matrices.)
4.12 BRST operator and filtrations
These are functions to work with the BV/BRST formalism for gauge theories.
4.12.1 DefOddDifferential
DefOddDifferential[brst]
defines a Grassmann-odd differential brst that commutes with covariant deriva-
tives. The BRST differential BRST is predefined.
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This function defines linear fermionic differentials, such as the BRST differential. It
can be used for filtrations of the predefined BRST differential using the Filtrate command.
4.12.2 BRST
BRST[expr]
returns the BRST differential applied to expr. BRST transformations can be
defined using F /: BRST[F[inds]] ^:= G[inds].
The BRST differential is set up as a linear fermionic operator commuting with covariant
derivatives. However, nilpotency is not (and cannot be) enforced, but depends on the
transformations defined by the user.
4.12.3 BRSTWeightInequalities
BRSTWeightInequalities[{field1,field2,...},brst,weight]
returns a list with inequalities that the weight function weight has to fulfill to
be an admissible filtration for the BRST differential brst applied to the fields
field1,field2, . . .
BRSTWeightInequalities[{field1,field2,...},brst,weight,False]
does not apply the Reduce function to the obtained system of inequalities
before returning it.
Filtrations, where each field is assigned a (non-negative) weight, can be used to sim-
plify the computation of BRST cohomologies by first computing the cohomology at lowest
weight [34]. To obtain a consistent filtration, the assignment of weights is restricted, and
BRSTWeightInequalities gives a list of inequalities that the weight function weight has to
fulfill. If some assignments of weights are already determined, this function can be used to
obtain conditions on the remaining assignments.
4.12.4 FindBRSTWeights
FindBRSTWeights[{field1,field2,...},brst,maxweight]
returns a list of all weights admissible for filtrations of the BRST differential
brst applied to the fields field1,field2, . . . , with the maximum weight of each
field restricted to be ≤ maxweight.
This function can be used to find all permissible weights, with maxweight a positive
integer. FindBRSTWeights uses a brute-force algorithm, such that for large maxweight’s the
computation may take quite long.
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4.12.5 CheckFiltration
CheckFiltration[{field1,field2,...},{w1,w2,...},brst]
displays a table of the lowest-order terms of the BRST differential brst applied
to the fields field1,field2, . . . and filtrated according to the weights w1, w2, . . .
CheckFiltration[{field1 → w1,field2 → w2,...},brst]
displays a table of the lowest-order terms of the BRST differential brst applied
to the fields field1,field2, . . . and filtrated according to the weights w1, w2, . . .
Display
is also an option for CheckFiltration with values IndexFree and Full that
specifies how the table entries should be displayed.
This function allows to quickly check how the filtrated BRST differential (at lowest
weight) looks like for a given assignment of weights.
4.12.6 Filtrate
Filtrate[{field1,field2,...},{w1,w2,...},brst→ brst0]
defines rules for the operator brst0 such that it acts as the lowest-order terms
of the BRST differential brst applied to the fields field1,field2, . . . and filtrated
according to the weights w1, w2, . . .
Filtrate[{field1 → w1,field2 → w2,...},brst→ brst0]
defines rules for the operator brst0 such that it acts as the lowest-order terms
of the BRST differential brst applied to the fields field1,field2, . . . and filtrated
according to the weights w1, w2, . . .
This function performs the actual filtration. To remove transformations that are al-
ready defined for the lowest-weight BRST differential brst0, RemoveFiltration can be used.
4.12.7 RemoveFiltration
RemoveFiltration[brst0]
removes the rules defined for the differential brst0 defined by Filtrate.
This function clears all user-defined rules for the differential brst0.
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4.13 Cohomology
4.13.1 CohomologyFromAnsatz
CohomologyFromAnsatz[brst,ansatzcc,brstb,ansatzcb]
returns a list of representatives of elements of the cohomology
Ker(brst)/Im(brstb). For the BRST cohomology H(s), one needs to take
brst = brstb = BRST. A list of possible elements (cocycles) must be
given as ansatzcc, and a list of possible exact elements (coboundaries)
as ansatzcb. Both lists could be calculated using GenerateMonomials or
GenerateMonomialsByGrading.
CanonicalizeMethod
is an option for CohomologyFromAnsatz and RelativeCohomologyFromAnsatz
that specifies the function applied to an expression after the differen-
tial has acted, to obtain a canonical form. By default, it is given by
CollectTensors[ReduceInvariantTraceTensors[ContractMetric[SymmetrizeCov-
Ds[Expand[#]]]&.
SimplifyMethod
is an option for CohomologyFromAnsatz and RelativeCohomologyFromAnsatz that
specifies the function applied to representatives of elements of the cohomology
before they are returned. By default, it is given by Identity (i.e., no transfor-
mation).
This function computes (representatives of) the (co-)homology of a pair of differen-
tials, which can be elements of a (co-)chain complex. It uses a simple straightforward
algorithm, evaluating the differential brst on each of the elements of the ansatz ansatzcc
and checking whether the result can be written as a linear combination of the boundary
differential brstb evaluated on the elements of the ansatz ansatzcb. Since this function is
completely agnostic about the nature of the differentials brst and brstb, it can also com-
pute homologies. The choice of CanonicalizeMethod is extremely important, since to check
whether an element of the ansatz ansatzcc lies in the (co-)homology, it must be compared
with zero (after application of the differential brst), and checking whether some expres-
sion is zero is in general a hard problem. CanonicalizeMethod must thus be chosen such
that a canonical form is obtained, which for example can include the use of Young pro-
jectors to take into account multiterm symmetries; see the xTras package documentation
for examples involving the Riemann tensor, which satisfies the multiterm Bianchi iden-
tities. The default value for CanonicalizeMethod is suitable for theories without fermions,
while for theories with fermions one must also use JoinGammaMatrices, EpsilonGammaReduce,
IrreducibleSpinDecompose, IrreducibleSpinProject, ... CohomologyFromAnsatz can be used
to determine local gauge-invariant operators.
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4.13.2 RelativeCohomologyFromAnsatz
RelativeCohomologyFromAnsatz[brst,ansatzcc,d,ansatzd,brstb,ansatzcb,db,ansatzdb]
returns a list of representatives of elements of the relative cohomology
Ker(brst|d)/Im(brstb|db). For the relative BRST cohomology H(s|d), one needs
to take brst = brstb = BRST, and d = db = CD[-µ]. A list of possible elements
(cocycles) must be given as ansatzcc and ansatzd, and a list of possible exact
elements (coboundaries) as ansatzcb and ansatzdb. All lists could be calculated
using GenerateMonomials or GenerateMonomialsByGrading.
This is the analogue of CohomologyFromAnsatz for relative (co-)homologies, and can be
used to determine possible anomalies and invariant actions, which both are only defined
up to surface terms (total derivatives).
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A Decomposition of tensor products
Here I give the full list of decompositions used by FieldsX, valid for commuting and
anticommuting Majorana spinors in four dimensions. These decompositions were obtained
following the algorithm of [16], to which the reader is referred for details.
A.1 Commuting spinors without an inner bundle index
For two commuting spinors, Majorana flip relations show that all bilinears except the ones
with one or two γ matrices vanish, such that
ψ¯AψB =
1
4γ
µ
B
AΨ(2,4)µ −
1
8γ
µν
B
AΨ(2,6)µν (A.1)
with the invariants
Ψ(2,4)µ ≡ ψ¯CγµCDψD , (A.2a)
Ψ(2,6)µν ≡ ψ¯CγµνCDψD . (A.2b)
For three spinors, it follows that
ψAψ¯
BψC = −18γ
µν
(A
BΨ(3,8)µνC) +
1
8
(
2γν (ABδDC) + γµν (ABγµC)D
)
Ψ(3,12)νD (A.3)
with the invariants
Ψ(3,12)µA ≡
3
4Ψ
(2,4)
µ ψA −
1
4γµ
ν
A
BΨ(2,4)ν ψB , (A.4a)
Ψ(3,8)µνA ≡
1
3Ψ
(2,6)
µν ψA −
1
6γµν
ρσ
A
BΨ(2,6)ρσ ψB +
1
3γ[µ
ρ
A
BΨ(2,6)ν]ρ ψB . (A.4b)
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For four spinors one obtains
ψAψ¯
BψCψ¯
D = 116
(
2γµ(ABγν)CD + γµρ(ABγνρC)D
)
Ψ(4,9)µν
− 16γ
µ
(A
BγρσC)
DΨ(4,16)µρσ +
1
32γ
µν
(A
BγρσC)
DΨ(4,10)µνρσ
(A.5)
with the invariants
Ψ(4,9)µν ≡ Ψ(2,4)µ Ψ(2,4)ν , (A.6a)
Ψ(4,16)µρσ ≡ Ψ(2,4)µ Ψ(2,6)ρσ , (A.6b)
Ψ(4,10)µνρσ ≡ Ψ(2,6)µν Ψ(2,6)ρσ − 2Ψ(2,6)α[µ gν][ρΨ
(2,6)
σ]
α + 13gµ[ρgσ]νΨ
(2,6)
αβ Ψ
(2,6)αβ , (A.6c)
where the relations (obtained from Fierz rearrangements)
Ψ(2,4)[µ Ψ
(2,6)
ν]ρ = −
1
2Ψ
(2,4)
ρ Ψ(2,6)µν , (A.7a)
Ψ(2,6)µ[α Ψ
(2,6)
β]ν = −
1
2Ψ
(2,6)
µν Ψ
(2,6)
αβ (A.7b)
are needed to derive the above expressions.
A.2 Commuting spinors with an inner bundle index
For spinors with an additional inner bundle index (Lie-algebra valued Majorana spinors),
the Majorana flip relations instead determine whether the symmetric or antisymmetric rep-
resentation of the symmetric group (for permutations of the Lie algebra index) contributes.
For two spinors, it follows that
ψ¯aAψbB =
1
4δ
A
BΨ(2,d(d−1)/2)ab +
1
4γµB
AΨ(2,2d(d+1))abµ − 18γµνB
AΨ(2,3d(d+1))abµν
− 124
µνρσγµνρB
AΨ(2,2d(d−1))abσ −
1
96
µνρσγµνρσB
AΨ(2,d(d−1)/2′)ab
(A.8)
with the invariants
Ψ(2,d(d−1)/2)ab ≡ ψ¯[aCψb]C , (A.9a)
Ψ(2,2d(d+1))abµ ≡ ψ¯(aCγµCDψb)D , (A.9b)
Ψ(2,3d(d+1))abµν ≡ ψ¯(aCγµνCDψb)D , (A.9c)
Ψ(2,2d(d−1))abµ ≡
1
6µνρσψ¯
[aCγνρσC
Dψ
b]
D , (A.9d)
Ψ(2,d(d−1)/2′)ab ≡ 124
µνρσψ¯[aCγµνρσC
Dψ
b]
D , (A.9e)
whose dimension now depends on the dimension d of the Lie algebra representation. In
principle, the fully irreducible tensors are traceless also on the Lie algebra indices (and one
thus should subtract the traces for the symmetric tensors Ψ(2,d(d+1)/2)ab, . . . ), but this
does not seem to be useful for practical applications. Since a Lie-algebra valued Majorana
spinor has 4d degrees of freedom, the counting of degrees of freedom also works out:
4d(4d+ 1)
2 =
d(d− 1)
2 + 2d(d+ 1) + 3d(d+ 1) + 2d(d− 1) +
d(d− 1)
2 . (A.10)
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In the case d = 1, one naturally recovers the previous result.
For three spinors, the decomposition is already quite complicated:
ψaAψ¯
bBψcC = −
1
96
(
24δB[AδDC] + 4γµνρ[ABγµνρC]D − γµνρσ [ABγµνρσC]D
)
×Ψ(3,2d(d−1)(d−2)/3) 12
3
abc
D
− 1192
(
24δBAδDC + 6γµCBγµAD − 2γµνCBγµνAD − γµνρABγµνρCD
)
×Ψ(3,4d(d+1)(d−1)/3) 1 32 abcD
− 1192
(
24δBC δDA + 6γµABγµCD − 2γµνABγµνCD − γµνρCBγµνρAD
)
×Ψ(3,4d(d+1)(d−1)/3) 1 32 cbaD
− 148
(
3γµ[ABγµC]D − γµν [ABγµνC]D
)
Ψ(3,4d(d+1)(d−1)/3) 1 32
cab
D
− 1192
(
6γµCBγµAD + 2γµνCBγµνAD − γµνρABγµνρCD − γµνρσABγµνρσCD
)
×Ψ(3,4d(d+1)(d−1)/3∗) 1 32 abcD
− 1192
(
6γµABγµCD + 2γµνABγµνCD − γµνρCBγµνρAD − γµνρσCBγµνρσAD
)
×Ψ(3,4d(d+1)(d−1)/3∗) 1 32 cbaD
− 148
(
3γµ[ABγµC]D + γµν [ABγµνC]D
)
Ψ(3,4d(d+1)(d−1)/3∗) 1 32
cab
D
+ 18
(
2γν (ABδDC) + γµν (ABγµC)D
)
Ψ(3,2d(d+1)(d+2)) 1 2 3 abcνD
+ 116
(
2γνABδDC − 2γµνABγµCD + γµνρCBγµρAD
)
Ψ(3,4d(d+1)(d−1)) 1 23
abc
νD
+ 116
(
2γνCBδDA − 2γµνCBγµAD + γµνρABγµρCD
)
Ψ(3,4d(d+1)(d−1)) 1 23
cba
νD
+ 18γ
µνρ
(A
BγµνC)
DΨ(3,4d(d+1)(d−1)) 1 23
cab
ρD
− 18γµν(A
BΨ(3,4d(d+1)(d+2)/3) 1 2 3 abcµνC) .
(A.11)
The symmetry of the invariants with respect to permutations of the Lie algebra indices is
now more complicated than total (anti-)symmetry, and described in the standard way by
Young tableaux.8 The invariants are given by
Ψ(3,2d(d−1)(d−2)/3)
1
2
3
abc
A ≡ Ψ(2,d(d−1)/2)[abψc]A , (A.12a)
Ψ(3,4d(d+1)(d−1)/3) 1 32
abc
A ≡
2
3Ψ
(2,d(d−1)/2)abψcA −
2
3Ψ
(2,d(d−1)/2)c[aψb]A , (A.12b)
Ψ(3,4d(d+1)(d−1)/3∗) 1 32
abc
A ≡
2i
3 γ∗A
B
[
Ψ(2,d(d−1)/2′)abψcB −Ψ(2,d(d−1)/2
′)c[aψ
b]
B
]
,
(A.12c)
8See for example [7] or the very readable lecture notes [48] and references therein.
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Ψ(3,2d(d+1)(d+2)) 1 2 3 abcµA ≡
3
4Ψ
(2,2d(d+1))(ab
µ ψ
c)
A −
1
4γµ
ν
A
BΨ(2,2d(d+1))(abν ψ
c)
B , (A.12d)
Ψ(3,4d(d+1)(d−1)) 1 23
abc
µA ≡
1
2Ψ
(2,2d(d+1))ab
µ ψ
c
A −
1
6γµ
ν
A
BΨ(2,2d(d+1))abν ψcB
− 12Ψ
(2,2d(d+1))c(a
µ ψ
b)
A +
1
6γµ
ν
A
BΨ(2,2d(d+1))c(aν ψ
b)
B ,
(A.12e)
Ψ(3,4d(d+1)(d+2)/3) 1 2 3 abcµνA ≡
1
3Ψ
(2,3d(d+1))(ab
µν ψ
c)
A −
1
3γ
ρ
[µA
BΨ(2,3d(d+1))(abν]ρψ
c)
B
− 16γµν
ρσ
A
BΨ(2,3d(d+1))(abρσ ψ
c)
B ,
(A.12f)
and the counting of degrees of freedom also works out:
4d(4d+ 1)(4d+ 2)
2 · 3 =
2d(d− 1)(d− 2)
3 +
4d(d+ 1)(d− 1)
3 +
4d(d+ 1)(d− 1)
3
+ 2d(d+ 1)(d+ 2) + 4d(d+ 1)(d− 1) + 4d(d+ 1)(d+ 2)3 .
(A.13)
These decompositions assume that the Lie algebra and the chosen representation are
sufficiently generic (with high enough dimension d), since otherwise it is possible that some
of the invariant tensors vanish. For example, if d = 2 one obviously has
Ψ(2,2d(d−1)/2)ab = 12
abcdΨ(2,2d(d−1)/2)cd (A.14)
with the antisymmetric tensor ab normalised as 12 = 1, and total antisymmetrisation
over more than two indices leads to a vanishing result: Ψ(3,2d(d−1)(d−2)/3)
1
2
3
abc
A = 0. If
applicable, such relations must be specified by the user.
A.3 Anticommuting spinors without an inner bundle index
For two anticommuting spinors, Majorana flip relations show that the bilinears with one
or two γ matrices vanish, and one obtains
ψ¯AψB =
1
4δ
A
BΨ(2,1) −
1
24γ
µνρ
B
AµνρσΨ(2,4)σ − 196γ
µνρσ
B
AµνρσΨ(2,1
′) (A.15)
with the invariants
Ψ(2,1) ≡ ψ¯CψC , (A.16a)
Ψ(2,4)µ ≡
1
6µνρσψ¯
CγνρσC
DψD , (A.16b)
Ψ(2,1′) ≡ 124
µνρσψ¯CγµνρσC
DψD . (A.16c)
For three anticommuting spinors, one has
ψAψ¯
BψC = −14
[
δB[Aδ
D
C] +
1
6γµνρ[A
BγµνρC]
D − 124γµνρσ[A
BγµνρσC]
D
]
Ψ(3,4)D , (A.17)
with the single independent invariant
Ψ(3,4)D ≡ ψAΨ(2,1) , (A.18)
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which agrees with the counting of degrees of freedom 4(4− 1)(4− 2)/(2 · 3) = 4. Lastly, for
four spinors one has the decomposition
ψAψ¯
BψCψ¯
D = − 116
[
δB[Aδ
D
C] +
1
6γµνρ[A
BγµνρC]
D − 124γµνρσ[A
BγµνρσC]
D
]
Ψ(4,1) (A.19)
with the invariant
Ψ(4,1) =
(
ψ¯AψA
)2
, (A.20)
and the product of five or more anticommuting spinors vanishes since at least two compo-
nents will be equal.
A.4 Anticommuting spinors with an inner bundle index
For Lie-algebra valued Majorana spinors, the Majorana flip relations again determine
whether the symmetric or antisymmetric representation of the symmetric group (for per-
mutations of the Lie algebra index) contributes. For two spinors, it follows that
ψ¯aAψbB =
1
4δ
A
BΨ(2,d(d+1)/2)ab +
1
4γµB
AΨ(2,2d(d−1))abµ − 18γµνB
AΨ(2,3d(d−1))abµν
− 124
µνρσγµνρB
AΨ(2,2d(d+1))abσ −
1
96
µνρσγµνρσB
AΨ(2,d(d+1)/2′)ab
(A.21)
with the invariants
Ψ(2,d(d+1)/2)ab ≡ ψ¯(aCψb)C , (A.22a)
Ψ(2,2d(d−1))abµ ≡ ψ¯[aCγµCDψb]D , (A.22b)
Ψ(2,3d(d−1))abµν ≡ ψ¯[aCγµνCDψb]D , (A.22c)
Ψ(2,2d(d+1))abµ ≡
1
6µαβγψ¯
(aCγαβγC
Dψ
b)
D , (A.22d)
Ψ(2,d(d+1)/2′)ab ≡ 124
µνρσψ¯(aCγµνρσC
Dψ
b)
D , (A.22e)
whose dimension again depends on the dimension d of the Lie algebra representation, and
the counting of degrees of freedom works out to be
4d(4d− 1)
2 =
d(d+ 1)
2 + 2d(d− 1) + 3d(d− 1) + 2d(d+ 1) +
d(d+ 1)
2 . (A.23)
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For three anticommuting spinors, one obtains again a quite complicated result
ψaAψ¯
bBψcC = −
1
96
(
24δB[AδDC] + 4γµνρ[ABγµνρC]D − γµνρσ[ABγµνρσC] D
)
×Ψ(3,2d(d+1)(d+2)/3) 1 2 3 abcD
− 1192
(
24δBAδDC + 6γµCBγµAD − 2γµνCBγµνAD − γµνρABγµνρCD
)
×Ψ(3,4d(d+1)(d−1)/3) 1 23 abcD
+ 1192
(
24δBC δDA + 6γµABγµCD − 2γµνABγµνCD − γµνρCBγµνρAD
)
×Ψ(3,4d(d+1)(d−1)/3) 1 23 cbaD
− 148
(
3γµ[ABγµC]D − γµν [ABγµνC]D
)
Ψ(3,4d(d+1)(d−1)/3) 1 23
cab
D
− 1192
(
6γµCBγµAD + 2γµνCBγµνAD − γµνρABγµνρCD − γµνρσABγµνρσCD
)
×Ψ(3,4d(d+1)(d−1)/3∗) 1 23 abcD
+ 1192
(
6γµABγµCD + 2γµνABγµνCD − γµνρCBγµνρAD − γµνρσCBγµνρσAD
)
×Ψ(3,4d(d+1)(d−1)/3∗) 1 23 cbaD
− 148
(
3γµ[ABγµC]D + γµν[ABγµνC]D
)
Ψ(3,4d(d+1)(d−1)/3∗) 1 23
cab
D
+ 18
(
2γν (ABδDC) + γµν (ABγµC)D
)
Ψ(3,2d(d−1)(d−2))
1
2
3
abc
νD
+ 116
(
2γνABδDC − 2γµνABγµCD + γµνρCBγµρAD
)
Ψ(3,4d(d+1)(d−1)) 1 32
abc
νD
− 116
(
2γνCBδDA − 2γµνCBγµAD + γµνρABγµρCD
)
Ψ(3,4d(d+1)(d−1)) 1 32
cba
νD
+ 18γ
µνρ
(A
BγµνC)
DΨ(3,4d(d+1)(d−1)) 1 32
cab
ρD
− 18γ
µν
(A
BΨ(3,4d(d−1)(d−2)/3)
1
2
3
abc
µνC)
(A.24)
with the invariants
Ψ(3,2d(d+1)(d+2)/3) 1 2 3 abcA ≡ Ψ(2,d(d+1)/2)(abψc)A , (A.25a)
Ψ(3,4d(d+1)(d−1)/3) 1 23
abc
A ≡
2
3Ψ
(2,d(d+1)/2)abψcA −
2
3Ψ
(2,d(d+1)/2)c(aψb)A , (A.25b)
Ψ(3,4d(d+1)(d−1)/3∗) 1 23
abc
A ≡
2i
3 γ∗A
B
[
Ψ(2,d(d+1)/2′)abψcB −Ψ(2,d(d+1)/2
′)c(aψ
b)
B
]
, (A.25c)
Ψ(3,2d(d−1)(d−2))
1
2
3
abc
µA ≡
3
4Ψ
(2,2d(d−1))[ab
µ ψ
c]
A −
1
4γµ
ν
A
BΨ(2,2d(d−1))[abν ψ
c]
B , (A.25d)
Ψ(3,4d(d+1)(d−1)) 1 32
abc
µA ≡
1
2Ψ
(2,2d(d−1))ab
µ ψ
c
A −
1
2Ψ
(2,2d(d−1))c[a
µ ψ
b]
A
− 16γµ
ν
A
BΨ(2,2d(d−1))abν ψcB +
1
6γµ
ν
A
BΨ(2,2d(d−1))c[aν ψ
b]
B ,
(A.25e)
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Ψ(3,4d(d−1)(d−2)/3)
1
2
3
abc
µνA ≡
1
3Ψ
(2,3d(d−1))[ab
µνψ
c]
A −
1
3γ
ρ
[µA
BΨ(2,3d(d−1))[abν]ρψ
c]
B
− 16γµν
ρσ
A
BΨ(2,3d(d−1))[abρσψ
c]
B ,
(A.25f)
and the counting of degrees of freedom
4d(4d− 1)(4d− 2)
6 =
2d(d+ 1)(d+ 2)
3 +
4d(d+ 1)(d− 1)
3 +
4d(d+ 1)(d− 1)
3
+ 2d(d− 1)(d− 2) + 4d(d+ 1)(d− 1) + 4d(d− 1)(d− 2)3 .
(A.26)
Again we note that for d = 1 we recover the previous result, and that for Lie algebra
representations of low dimensionality some of these invariants can vanish.
B Young projectors
To deal with multiterm symmetries (such as the Bianchi identities for the Riemann tensor),
we use Young projectors P associated to the corresponding Young tableaux, applied to the
symmetric group describing permutations of the Lorentz indices.9
Let there be given tensor-spinors tµA and tµνA = t[µν]A such that
γµA
BtµB = 0 = γµABtµνB . (B.1)
By multiplying with δAC = γ∗CDγ∗DA and expanding γ∗DAγµ···AB = − i24αβγδγαβγδDAγµ···AB
in generalised γ matrices in the following expressions, it follows that
P µ
ν
ρ
σ
γµνρA
BtσB = γ[µνρABtσ]B = 0 , P µ
ν
ρ
γµA
BtνρB = γ[µABtνρ]B = 0 , (B.2a)
P µ
ν
ρ
σ
γµνA
BtρσB = γ[µνABtρσ]B = 0 , P α ρ
β
µ
ν
γµνρA
BtαβB = 0 , (B.2b)
and obviously all projectors which antisymmetrise five or more indices vanish in four di-
mensions. It follows that
γµνρA
BtαB = P µ
ν
ρ
⊗ α
γµνρA
BtαB =
P µ αν
ρ
+ P µ
ν
ρ
α
γµνρABtαB
= P µ α
ν
ρ
γµνρA
BtαB =
3
4γ
µνρ
A
BtαB +
3
4γ
α[µν
A
Bt
ρ]
B ,
(B.3a)
γµA
BtαβB = P α µ
β
γµA
BtαβB =
2
3γ
µ
A
BtαβB −
2
3γ
[α
A
Bt
β]µ
B , (B.3b)
9See for example [7] or the very readable lecture notes [48] and references therein.
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γµνA
BtαβB =
P α µ
β ν
+ P α µ
β
ν
+ P α ν
β
µ
γµνABtαβB
= 56γ
µν
A
BtαβB −
1
3γ
µ[α
A
Bt
β]ν
B +
1
3γ
ν[α
A
Bt
β]µ
B −
1
6γ
αβ
A
BtµνB ,
(B.3c)
γµνρA
BtαβB =
P α µ
β ν
ρ
+ P α µ
β ρ
ν
+ P α ν
β ρ
µ
γµνρABtαβB
= 12γ
µνρ
A
BtαβB +
1
2γ
αβ[µ
A
Bt
νρ]
B +
1
2γ
α[µν
A
Bt
ρ]β
B −
1
2γ
β[µν
A
Bt
ρ]α
B ,
(B.3d)
γµνρσA
BtαβB =
P α µβ ν
ρ
σ
+ P α µ
β ρ
ν
σ
+ P α ν
β ρ
µ
σ
+ P α µ
β σ
ν
ρ
+ P α ν
β σ
µ
ρ
+ P α ρ
β σ
µ
ν
γµνρσABtαβB
= 35γ
µνρσ
A
BtαβB −
3
5γ
α[µνρ
A
Bt
σ]β
B +
3
5γ
β[µνρ
A
Bt
σ]α
B +
3
5γ
αβ[µν
A
Bt
ρσ]
B .
(B.3e)
FieldsX applies these identities to the invariant tensors
Ψ(3,2d(d+1)(d+2)) 1 2 3 abcνA , Ψ(3,4d(d+1)(d−1)) 1 23
abc
νA , Ψ(3,4d(d+1)(d+2)/3) 1 2 3 abcµνA
(B.4)
for commuting spinors and
Ψ(3,2d(d−1)(d−2))
1
2
3
abc
νA , Ψ(3,4d(d+1)(d−1)) 1 32
abc
νA , Ψ(3,4d(d−1)(d−2)/3)
1
2
3
abc
µνA (B.5)
for anticommuting spinors.
In the same way, the products of the totally antisymmetric  tensor and generalised
γ matrices can be replaced by simpler expressions, by multiplying γµ···AB with δAC =
γ∗CDγ∗DA and expanding γ∗DAγµ···AB = − i24αβγδγαβγδDAγµ···AB in generalised γ ma-
trices. This results in the identities
µνρσγ
αβγδ = δα[µδβν δγρδδσ]κλυτγκλυτ , (B.6a)
µνρσγ
αβγ = −4δα[µδβν δγρ σ]κλυγκλυ , (B.6b)
µνρσγ
αβ = 6δα[µδβν ρσ]κλγκλ , (B.6c)
µνρσγ
α = −4δα[µνρσ]κγκ , (B.6d)
where now all indices of the generalised γ matrices are contracted with the  tensor.
Lastly, also the product of the totally antisymmetric  tensor and an arbitrary num-
ber of other tensors can be projected onto the corresponding Young tableaux. FieldsX
implements the following projection:
µνρσtα = P µ α
ν
ρ
σ
µνρσtα =
4
5µνρσtα −
4
5α[µνρtσ] . (B.7)
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